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We perform an extensive review of the numerous studies and methods used to determine the total mass of the Milky Way. We group
the various studies into seven broad classes according to their modeling approaches. The classes include: i) estimating Galactic
escape velocity using high velocity objects; ii) measuring the rotation curve through terminal and circular velocities; iii) modeling
halo stars, globular clusters and satellite galaxies with the Spherical Jeans equation and iv) with phase-space distribution functions;
v) simulating and modeling the dynamics of stellar streams and their progenitors; vi) modeling the motion of the Milky Way, M31
and other distant satellites under the framework of Local Group timing argument; and vii) measurements made by linking the
brightest Galactic satellites to their counterparts in simulations. For each class of methods, we introduce their theoretical and
observational background, the method itself, the sample of available tracer objects, model assumptions, uncertainties, limits
and the corresponding measurements that have been achieved in the past. Both the measured total masses within the radial
range probed by tracer objects and the extrapolated virial masses are discussed and quoted. We also discuss the role of modern
numerical simulations in terms of helping to validate model assumptions, understanding systematic uncertainties and calibrating
the measurements. While measurements in the last two decades show a factor of two scatters, recent measurements using Gaia
DR2 data are approaching a higher precision. We end with a detailed discussion of future developments in the field, especially
as the size and quality of the observational data will increase tremendously with current and future surveys. In such cases, the
systematic uncertainties will be dominant and thus will necessitate a much more rigorous testing and characterization of the
various mass determination methods.
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1 Introduction
In the current structure formation paradigm of Λ cold dark
matter (ΛCDM), gas cools in the center of an evolving popu-
lation of dark matter halos [398], which forms galaxies. Dark
matter halos grow in mass and size through both smooth ac-
cretion of diffuse matter and from mergers with other ha-
los [e.g. 389]. Smaller halos together with their own cen-
tral galaxies fall into larger halos and become “subhalos” and
“satellites” of the galaxy in the center of the dominant host
halo. Orbiting around the central galaxy of the host halo,
these satellites and subhalos lose mass due to tidal effects.
Stars are stripped from them to form stellar streams, which
then gradually mix in phase space. These stars form the stel-
lar halo around the central galaxy [e.g. 1, 67, 82]. In the end,
satellite galaxies and stripped material from these satellites
merge with the central galaxy and contribute to its growth.
Compared with other distant galaxies, the distances and
velocities of individual stars that form the diffuse stellar halo
of our Milky Way (hereafter MW) can be directly observed,
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because we are embedded within our MW. The observed dy-
namics of luminous objects in the MW stellar halo, such
as bright stars, satellite galaxies, globular clusters, maser
sources, HI gas clouds and tidal streams, which serve as dy-
namical tracers, contain valuable information about the un-
derlying potential. Given a reasonable model which describes
their dynamics or phase-space distributions within a realistic
potential profile with free parameters, one can constrain the
total mass distribution and infer the total or virial mass of our
MW.
We provide in Fig. 1 a literature summary of measured
virial masses for the MW. It is an updated version of Figure
1 in Wang et al. [392] and Figure 7 in Callingham et al. [72].
The figure provides a general impression of the multitude of
studies and the variety of methods used to constrain the virial
mass of our Galaxy. For clarity, we grouped the various ap-
proaches into several categories, with each category shown in
a different color. The figure shows only measurements with
quoted statistical errors or confidence intervals, and does not
include measurements without associated uncertainties. The
exact M200 values shown in Fig. 1 and their corresponding
errors are provided in the second column of the table in Ap-
pendix A.
The measurements in Fig. 1 show a very large scatter. Part
of the scatter is due to model extrapolations. For many of the
studies, there were no or limited number of luminous tracers
out to large enough distances, and thus to estimate the mass
outside the radius of the most distant object, extrapolations
of the model potential profile were made in these studies. For
example, Taylor et al. in 2016 [372] reported that an accurate
measurement of the mass within 50 kpc can result in a 20%
uncertainty on the virial mass of the Galaxy. Moreover, the
virial mass plotted as the x-axis in Fig. 1 is defined as the total
mass enclosed within a radius R200, inside which the density
is 200 times the critical density of the universe. The virial
mass defined in this way is denoted as M200. In fact, stud-
ies in Fig. 1 used varying definitions of virial masses. We
have made conversions to change these different definitions
to M200, assuming that the underlying mass profiles follow
the NFW halo mass profile [275, 276]. If the original stud-
ies have provided constraints for the halo concentration or
relations to calculate the concentration, we take their concen-
tration when making the conversion to M200. Otherwise, we
use a mean virial mass versus concentration relation provided
by Duffy et al. in 2008 [110] to obtain the concentration and
make the conversion. Additional uncertainties can be intro-
duced through such conversions.
The remaining scatter in Fig. 1 is very likely caused by sys-
tematics in the models or peculiar assumptions when coping
with incomplete data. For example, the velocity anisotropies
for the observed tracer objects have to be known in order
to break the mass-anisotropy degeneracy and properly con-
strain the rotation velocity or the underlying potential. How-
ever, tangential velocities in reality are often not available,
and thus the velocity anisotropy has to be assumed as a con-
stant, as a radius-dependent function with free parameters,
inferred from numerical simulations or marginalized over,
which unavoidably introduced additional uncertainties to the
measured virial mass. Furthermore, many dynamical models
rely on steady state and spherical assumptions, which might
not be valid for our MW. Dynamically hot streams and co-
herent movements of satellite galaxies can violate the steady
state assumption, and dark matter halos are triaxial [194].
In fact, many measurements in the past provided con-
straints on the circular velocities or the enclosed masses
within the radii which can be covered by observed dynam-
ical tracers, and we summarize these measurements in Fig. 2.
In Appendix A, we provide in the third column of the table
the enclosed masses within fixed radii, together with avail-
able circular velocities and local escape velocities at the solar
radius, if these were provided. The readers can also find a
similar figure from, for example, Eadie & Juric´ in 2019 [111],
and a table from, for example, the review paper by Bland-
Hawthorn et al. in 2016 [31]. The mass within the maximum
radii of tracers should in principle be less model dependent
and more reliable compared with the extrapolated virial mass
in many cases. In fact, a general feature of dynamical mod-
eling is that the best constrained mass for a given tracer is
located around the median tracer radius [171, 387, e.g.].
Although the enclosed mass within a fixed radius, which
is covered by the radial distribution of employed tracers, has
less uncertainty than the extrapolated virial mass, the latter
is still a very important and useful quantity in many applica-
tions. The virial mass is critical for comparing observed prop-
erties of the Milky Way with cosmological predictions. The
so-called missing satellite problem [209, 267] is one of the
examples. Very early on it was pointed out that the observed
number of satellite galaxies is significantly lower than the
predicted number of dark matter subhalos by numerical sim-
ulations. Although this problem can be alleviated by newly
discovered faint MW satellites [e.g. 186, 187], explained by
galaxy formation physics [e.g. 19, 68] which predicts that a
significant number of small subhalos do not host a galaxy, or
explained by warm dark matter which predicts significantly
less number of small subhalos [e.g. 205, 249, 314], the total
mass is closely related to the number of predicted subhalos
[e.g. 130, 282]. A “light” MW contains fewer subhalos of a
given mass and thus can help to alleviate the problem.
More recently, another problem, so-called “too big to fail”,
was raised by Boylan-Kolchin et al. in 2011 [54]. It concerns
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Figure 1 Literature compilation of inferred virial masses for the MW. Classes of methods are marked in different colors. Measurements have been converted
to M200, assuming NFW profiles. 95% or 90% confidence regions have been converted to 1-σ (68%) errors, assuming the errors are either Gaussian in linear
space if the reported upper and lower errors have comparable size, or Gaussian in log space if the upper and lower errors have very different size in linear
scale but are more comparable in log space. However, the assumption of Gaussian errors does not always hold. We just keep the original confidence regions
[111, 113, 114, 115] or decrease the errors by about 10% for a few studies based on Bayesian analysis [279]. A few measurements have considered systematic
uncertainties in their errors, for which we also keep the original errors [324, 393, 400]. The vertical dashed line at 1× 1012 M, and two vertical dotted lines at
0.5 and 2 ×1012 M are plotted to guide the eye. The readers can see Appendix A for a table summarizing these measurements, as well as the enclosed masses
within fixed radii covered by tracer objects. A figure showing a subset of measurements using Gaia DR2 data are presented and discussed in Sec. 10 (Fig. 5).
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Figure 2 Literature compilation of enclosed masses within the radii which can be covered by observed dynamical tracers. The same color scheme as Fig. 1
is maintained for measurements grouped in the same category of method. Small offsets have been added to the groups of data points at r = 8, 50, 100 and
260 kpc.
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an apparent lack of MW satellite galaxies with central densi-
ties as high as those of the most massive dark matter subhalos
predicted by ΛCDM simulations of MW-like hosts. Proper
mechanisms are required to explain how the central density
of the most massive subhalos in simulations can be reduced
in order to match observations. However, the number of mas-
sive halos in simulations strongly depends on the total mass
of the MW, and the problem disappears if the mass of our
MW is smaller than 1 × 1012M [e.g. 80, 388].
The total mass and the underlying potential of our MW are
also crucial for studies that focus on reconstructing the orbital
evolution of individual objects. For example, it was discov-
ered that MW satellite galaxies tend to be distributed in a
highly inclined plane, and Pawlowski et al. [296] reported the
discovery of a vast polar structure (VPOS) of satellite galax-
ies, globular clusters and streams around the MW, indicating
anisotropic spatial distribution and infall of these objects. If
planes of satellite galaxies are ubiquitous across the Universe,
it poses great challenges to the standard cosmological model
[77, 81]. With more available proper motion data from Gaia
DR2, it has become possible to look into details of the recon-
structed orbits for these objects and examine whether they
indeed move in the same plane [e.g. 136, 142, 349]. Such a
study inevitably requires a fiducial potential model for the or-
bital integration. Any uncertainty in the potential model can
affect the orbit integration and hence bias our understandings.
Knowing the MW mass is critical for predicting the future
fate of our Galaxy, since having a more massive MW leads
to a rapid merger of our Galaxy with its brightest satellite,
the Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC) [78], and with its nearest
giant neighbor, M31 [379].
Nowadays, we are in the large astronomical data sur-
vey era. Not only photometric and astrometric quantities,
such as the magnitude, color, parallax (hence the Helio-
centric distance) of each observed object can be measured,
but also more and more objects with line-of-sight veloci-
ties, which approximately equal to the radial velocities for
distant sources, have been collected through deep spectro-
scopic surveys, including the Radial Velocity Experiment
[RAVE; 221, 368], the LAMOST1) Experiment for Galactic
Understanding and Exploration [LEGUE; 86, 101, 428], the
Sloan Extension for Galactic Understanding and Exploration
[SEGUE; 413], the Apache Point Observatory Galactic Evo-
lution Experiment [APOGEE; 118], the Galactic Archeology
with HERMES survey [GALAH 254] and the Gaia-ESO Sur-
vey [GES; 150]. Moreover, with high precision astrometric
instruments, proper motions of stars can be measured [e.g.
378] by comparing imaging data taken at different epochs,
after correcting for our own motion and controlling system-
atics [e.g. 373]. More recently, with the launch of Gaia [301],
a considerable amount of proper motion data are being col-
lected. The mean proper motions of satellites and globular
clusters based on their member stars have been refined and
expanded [11, 136, 142, 202, 258, 290, 352, 383].
It is thus a good time to revisit the existing methodolo-
gies of measuring the total mass of our MW, and think about
how to improve the modeling by better controlling system-
atic uncertainties and observational errors. Thus in this re-
view, we provide detailed descriptions of existing methods
measuring the total mass of our MW, the type of luminous
objects which can be used as dynamical tracers of the under-
lying potential and modeling uncertainties. We hope to pro-
vide the reader better understandings towards these methods
and broader views about how to make improvements in future
studies. In addition, we hope our paper can help to summa-
rize existing measurements for the mass of our MW in a clear
and self-consistent way, and hence be useful for people who
want to compare with these compiled measurements.
Note, however, although the baryonic mass makes an im-
portant contribution to the total mass of the inner MW, in this
review we focus on methods of modeling and measuring the
total mass. Details such as how to measure the mass in the
nuclear region of the MW, stellar mass of the bulge and sur-
face density in the local disk region through observations are
beyond the scope of this review. The readers can check this
information from the review paper of [31].
We start by introducing the method of measuring Galac-
tic escape velocities using high velocity objects, in particular
halo stars in the solar neighborhood (Sec. 2), and move on
to introduce other local observables including terminal and
circular velocities which can be used to measure the rotation
curve for the inner MW (Sec. 3). Going further beyond the
local observables, we introduce other methods including the
spherical Jeans equation (Sec. 4) and the phase-space distri-
bution function (Sec. 5), which model more distant dynam-
ical tracer objects including halo stars, globular clusters and
satellite galaxies. We describe the dynamical modeling of
tidal streams in Sec. 6. Sec. 7 introduces the Local Group
timing argument and the local Hubble flow approach by mod-
eling mainly the radial motion of MW versus M31, and the
motion of more distant satellite galaxies in the Local Group.
The group of methods linking classical satellite galaxies in
our MW to simulated subhalos is described in Sec. 8. Fi-
nally, we briefly mention a non-dynamical measurement in
Sec. 9. We summarize these methods and discuss the role of
modern numerical simulations in Sec. 10.
The readers will see that almost all methods have to as-
sume a realistic potential model at the first place. Methods
1) Large Sky Area Multi-Object Fiber Spectroscopic Telescope
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from Sec. 2 to Sec. 6 mainly stem on the framework of mod-
eling the observed positions and velocities (or phase-space
distribution) of tracers. Many of the measurements described
in Sec. 7 and Sec. 8 rely on calibrations made through modern
numerical simulations of MW-like galaxies in a cosmological
context.
Throughout the paper, unless otherwise stated, we quote
the enclosed mass within a given radius and the M200 virial
mass, with 1-σ errors. Different virial mass definitions are
converted to M200 assuming the NFW model profile, and dif-
ferent percentage of confidence regions are converted to 1-σ
errors assuming the errors are Gaussian in linear space if the
upper and lower errors have comparable sizes, or are Gaus-
sian in log space if the upper and lower errors are more com-
parable in log space.
2 Galactic escape velocities: high and hyperve-
locity objects
The Galactic escape velocity is a fundamental quantity re-
flecting the depth of the underlying potential for our MW.
It can be constrained using a variety of tracers, such as the
high velocity stars in the tail of the velocity distribution for
the population of halo stars, hypervelocity stars which are be-
lieved to be ejected from the Galactic center, and a few satel-
lite galaxies moving with high velocities. In the following
we introduce those fast moving objects and the approaches
to model them. Measurements in this section fall in the cate-
gories of “Escape V HVS” and “Leo I” in Fig. 1.
2.1 The high velocity tail distribution of halo stars
Early attempts of measuring the Galactic escape velocity can
be traced back to the 1920s and 1960s [e.g. 288, 289]. The
measurements were based on modeling the observed high
velocity stars with an analytical functional form describing
the velocity distribution of these stars near the high velocity
tail. The readers can find more details about the full phase-
space distribution function of dynamical tracer objects within
a given potential in Sec. 5. Here we only briefly introduce the
idea. The Jeans theorem states that the distribution of tracers
in a dynamical system can be described by integrals of mo-
tion. The asymptotic form of the distribution function near
the high velocity tail can be approximated as a power law
f (E) ∝ Ek, (1)
where the energy E is defined through E = −Φ − v2/2, with
Φ and v2/2 being the potential and kinematic energy. k de-
scribes the shape of the distribution at the high velocity end.
The potential energy is defined such that Φ(rmax) = 0 at some
maximum radius, rmax, of the Galaxy, beyond which the star
is considered to have “escaped”. Under such a definition, the
escape velocity is simply given by
Φ(r) = −1
2
v2esc(r). (2)
Thus
f (v|vesc, k) ∝ (v2esc − v2)k (for v < vesc), (3)
where v = |v|.
In 1990, Leonard and Tremaine [231] suggested that the
term (vesc + v)k can be dropped and the velocity distribution
of stars at the high velocity end can be modeled by the fol-
lowing formula
f (v|vesc, k) ∝ (vesc − v)k (v < vesc). (4)
Integrating Eqn. 3 or Eqn. 4 over tangential velocities, the
radial velocity distribution is
f (vr |vesc, k) =
∫
f (v|vesc, k)δ(vr − v · n)d3v, (5)
where n is a unit vector along the line of sight.
Basically, spectroscopic observations can be used to mea-
sure line-of-sight velocities with respect to the Sun. If we
know the solar motion2), Heliocentric distances and veloc-
ities can be used to obtain radial velocities with respect to
the Galactic center. When proper motions are not available
and hence tangential velocities are difficult to be robustly in-
ferred3), Eqn. 4 can be used to compare with the measured ra-
dial velocities of high velocity stars, and constrain the escape
velocity, vesc, at the Galactocentric radius, r, of the star. Be-
sides, the measurement errors of line-of-sight velocities were
typically much smaller than the uncertainties of tangential ve-
locities inferred from proper motions. Based on simulated
data, Leonard and Tremaine in 1990 [231] showed that esti-
mates made using only radial velocities were as accurate as
those made when employing proper motion data with large
uncertainties.
Using Eqn. 4, the local escape velocity at the solar neigh-
borhood was estimated to be in the range of 450 to 650 km/s
(90% confidence level) by Leonard and Tremaine in 1990
[231]. A subsequent work by Kochanek in 1996 [213]
adopted Eqn. 3 and refined the escape velocity to be in the
range of 489 km/s to 730 km/s (90% confidence level). These
early studies were limited by the small sample size of avail-
able high velocity stars. More recently, with continuously
2) Details about how to measure the solar motion are provided in Sec. 3
3) By fitting analytical velocity-space or phase-space distributions to observed line-of-sight velocities, it is still possible to model and infer the tangential
velocity components (see more details in Sec. 4.3)
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growing spectroscopic observations, the sample of high ve-
locity stars with available radial velocity measurements had
significantly increased.
Based on high velocity stars selected from an early internal
data release of the RAVE survey, Smith et al. in 2007 [357]
modeled their radial velocity distributions following Eqn. 3.
Cosmological simulations of disk galaxies were used in their
study to determine the limit for the parameter k. The local
escape velocity was estimated to be 544+64−46km/s (90% confi-
dence), and the mass within 50 kpc was found to be in the
range of 3.6 to 4.0× 1011M. Adopting an adiabatically con-
tracted NFW halo model, the virial mass of our MW was
estimated to be M200 = 1.42+0.49−0.36 × 1012M.
With increased sample of stars from the fourth data re-
lease (DR4) of RAVE, Piffl et al. in 2014 [312] repeated
the modeling using Eqn. 4, and used hydrodynamical sim-
ulations to validate the functional form, set a prior for the
parameter k, and choose a minimum velocity cut for stars
and the rmax escape radius. Because the increased sample
of stars covered a broader distance range than those in pre-
vious studies, the position information of stars was also in-
corporated into their modeling. This was achieved by either
scaling the escape velocity at different distances to the solar
position through Eqn. 2, or by analyzing stars at different dis-
tances separately. The local escape velocity was updated to
be 533+54−41km/s (90% confidence). Assuming an NFW pro-
file for the dark matter halo, the virial mass was estimated to
be M200 = 1.60+0.29−0.25 × 1012M, which is in a good statistical
agreement with the earlier study of Smith et al. in 2007 [357].
The sample of stars used by Smith et al. in 2007 and Piffl
et al. in 2014 was rather small. In 2017, Williams et al. [401]
selected intrinsically bright main sequence turn off (here-
after MSTO) stars, blue horizontal branch (hereafter BHB)
stars and K-giants with measured distances and line-of-sight
velocities from SDSS/DR9, among which ∼2000 stars are
above their minimum velocity cut as high velocity halo stars.
Their sample of high velocity stars spans ∼ 40 kpc in dis-
tance, from the solar vicinity to ∼50 kpc. [401] considered
in their Bayesian modeling the radial dependence of the es-
cape velocity, the distance errors and possible contamination
by outliers. The local escape velocity was constrained to be
521+46−30 km/s, and the escape velocity drops to 379
+34
−28 km/s
at 50 kpc (94% confidence region). The prior for the pa-
rameter k was allowed to be flat over a much broader region
given their larger sample of stars, which served to directly
constrain the values of k from data. k does not seem to be
a strong function of positions. For MSTO and K-giants, k
was approximately constrained to be 4 ± 1, while the value
for BHBs was slightly favored to be higher. Given Eqn. 2
and M(< r) = r
2
G
dΦ
dr . The escape velocity measured by [401]
over 6 and 50 kpc can be converted to the enclosed mass or
rotation velocity as a function of distance. The mass within
50 kpc was best constrained to be 2.98+0.69−0.52 × 1011M.
The launch of Gaia had led to a significant increase in the
sample of high velocity stars within a few kpc from the Sun.
Based on Gaia DR2, Monari et al. in 2018 [265] selected
a sample of 2,850 counter-rotating halo stars, to be distin-
guished from stars in the MW disk. They measured the es-
cape velocity curve between 5 kpc and 10.5 kpc, and the local
escape velocity was updated to be 580 ± 63km/s. Adopting
an NFW profile plus a disk and a bulge component given by
Irrgang et al. [191], the virial mass of our MW was estimated
to be M200 = 1.28+0.68−0.50 × 1012M.
Very recently in 2019, Deason et al. [96] selected ∼2,300
counter-rotating halo stars, out of which ∼240 have total ve-
locities larger than 300 km/s, and are between Galactocentric
distances of 4 and 12 kpc. Deason et al. [96] adopted both an-
alytical distributions and the auriga simulations [158] to in-
vestigate the dependence of the parameter k on various prop-
erties, including the velocity anisotropies (see Sec. 4 for more
details about the definition of velocity anisotropy) and num-
ber density profiles of stars. The recent discovery of the “Gaia
Sausage” structure [e.g. 14] in our MW, which was due to the
merger of a dwarf galaxy and shows that halo stars in the so-
lar vicinity have strong radially biased velocity anisotropy,
helps to set a prior of 1 < k < 2.5. This is smaller than those
adopted by Monari et al. [265] and Piffl et al. [312]. The
escape velocity at solar radius was estimated by Deason et al.
[96] to be 528+24−25 km/s. Assuming NFW profiles, the virial
mass was best constrained to be M200 = 1.00+0.31−0.24 × 1012M.
In a follow-up study by Grand et al. in 2019 [157], the ef-
fects of substructures were visited by applying the approach
of Deason et al. [96], with slight modifications, to the set of
auriga simulations [158]. The recovered virial masses had a
median falling ∼20% below the true values, with a scatter of
roughly a factor of 2. After correcting for the bias, the MW
virial mass was revised as M200 = 1.29+0.37−0.47 × 1012M, with
extra systematic uncertainties to be kept in mind.
2.2 Bound and unbound hypervelocity stars
Unbound hypervelocity stars exceed the Galactic escape ve-
locity and are usually believed to form through exotic mecha-
nisms such as ejections by the super massive black hole in the
Galactic center. Such hypervelocity stars have been detected
in the outer stellar halo (see the review paper by Brown et al.
in 2015 [60]). Due to the strategy and instruments used for
detection, many previously detected hypervelocity stars are
early-type stars.
It was found that the trajectories of these early-type hyper-
velocity stars are consistent with coming from the Galactic
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center. Thus they are very likely formed through the gravita-
tional interaction with the super massive black hole (Sgr A*)
in the Galactic center and as a result gained such high veloci-
ties [e.g. 73, 133, 151, 152, 287, 417]. More specifically, ob-
servations are consistent with a scenario that each of the hy-
pervelocity stars originally belonged to a binary star system,
and the system was tidally dissociated by Sgr A*. The pro-
cess is called the “Hills” mechanism [183]. This mechanism
is demonstrated in Fig. 3. One member of the binary sys-
tem got ejected, while the other stayed in the Galactic center.
In particular, this picture is consistent with the observational
fact that within r ∼ 0.5 kpc to the Galactic center, young
stars have been observed [e.g. 193, 244, 277, 295], which
otherwise might challenge our knowledge of star formation
because molecular clouds are difficult to survive strong tidal
forces in the Galactic center.
Figure 3 Demonstration of the Hills mechanism. The binary star system
is dissolved by the super massive black in the Galactic center, Sgr A*. One
member star of the binary system gets slowed down and stays close to the
Galactic center of our MW. According to energy conservation, the other star
gains very high velocity and gets ejected. This plot referenced Fig. 2 of [60].
A similar sample of bound hypervelocity stars, which are
likely stars ejected from the Galactic center through the same
mechanism [59], but whose velocities are still below the es-
cape velocity, have been observed as well [62, 63, 64].
There are alternative models for the formation of hyper-
velocity stars. For example, they could be ejected by the
Large Magellanic Cloud or be runaways from the MW disk
[38, 39, 123]. Despite these debates, if the early-type hyper-
velocity stars indeed form through the ejection by Sgr A*,
they not only contain information about processes happened
in the Galactic center, but can also be used to constrain the
shape [e.g. 154, 416] and depth [e.g. 134, 300, 323, 343] of
the potential.
Assuming the Sgr A* ejection scenario is true, Rossi et
al. [323] modeled the velocity distribution of observed hy-
pervelocity stars in their 2017 study, following the model in
a series of earlier papers [212, 322].
If there is only the black hole potential, the velocity for the
ejected star at infinity is given by
veject =
√
2Gm2
a
(
M
mt
)1/6
, (6)
where M is the central black hole mass, mt is the total mass
of the binary, a is the binary separation and m2 is the mass of
the companion star in the binary system [336].
Rossi et al. [323] modeled the distribution of binary sepa-
rations and mass ratios as power-law forms, which then pre-
dicted the distribution of ejecting velocities through Eqn. 6.
After ejection, the change in velocity of each star can be
either calculated by assuming some escape velocity out to
50 kpc or be calculated by adopting some model potential in-
cluding components of the Galactic disk, bulge and dark mat-
ter halo. Assuming the ejection rate and life time of stars, the
predicted velocity distribution of these stars can be compared
with the true velocities of observed hypervelocity stars, and
thus constrain the adopted escape velocity or potential mod-
els. Their analysis favored halos with escape velocity from
the Galactic center to 50 kpc smaller than 850 km/s, which
then favored ΛCDM halos with M200 in the range of 0.5 and
1.5 × 1012M.
Perets et al. [300] proposed an independent method of
using the asymmetric distribution for ingoing and outgoing
hypervelocity stars to constrain the MW potential in 2009.
Ejected stars exceeding the escape velocity are unbound and
will leave our MW, whereas bound ejected stars will reach the
apocenter and turn back. Thus bound stars can contribute to
both ingoing stars with negative velocities [58, 60, 206] and
outgoing stars with positive velocities. Unbound stars only
contribute to the outgoing population, which introduces an
asymmetry in the high velocity tail of the velocity distribu-
tion. Indeed, such asymmetry has been observed, with a sig-
nificant excess of stars traveling with radial velocities larger
than 275 km/s [63].
The asymmetry is also related to the lifetime of such
ejected stars. Some stars might have evolved to a different
stage before reaching to a large enough Galactocentric dis-
tance and turning back. Note they do not totally disappear,
but may have evolved out of the detection range of corre-
sponding instruments. For example, the MMT (Multiple Mir-
ror Telescope) hypervelocity star survey [61, 62] mostly tar-
get the main sequence B stars. Fragione and Loeb in 2017
[134] modeled the observed asymmetry by varying both the
potential model and the life or travel time of hyperveloc-
ity stars. If fixing the travel time of hypervelocity stars to
330 Myr for typical B stars, the MW virial mass M200 was
found to be in the range of 1.2 to 1.9 × 1012M.
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More recently, with Gaia DR2, previously identified hy-
pervelocity stars with only line-of-sight velocities were re-
visited and extended to have full 6-dimensional phase-space
information based on Gaia proper motions [e.g. 40, 65, 190].
More hypervelocity star candidates, especially late-type stars
4), have been reported and predicted [e.g. 176, 252, 253].
Gaia proper motions enabled further and more robust inves-
tigations on the origin for hypervelocity star candidates.
While those previously discovered early-type hyperveloc-
ity stars are very likely from the Galactic center, the origin
of late-type hypervelocity stars is not clear. Based on proper
motions and radial velocities, Boubert et al. in 2018 [40]
concluded that in fact almost all previously-known late-type
hypervelocity stars are very likely bound to our Milky Way.
A similar conclusion wasreached by Hawkins and Wyse in
2018 [177] based on chemical abundance patterns, that a few
candidate hypervelocity stars are most likely bound high ve-
locity halo stars, which are close to the high velocity tail of
the distribution, but are unlikely hypervelocity stars ejected
from the Galactic center or from the Large Magellanic Cloud.
Hattori et al. in 2018 [176] discovered 30 stars with ex-
treme velocities (>480 km/s) from Gaia DR2. Tracing their
orbits, they reported that at least one of the stars is consis-
tent with having been ejected from the Galactic center. Un-
like previous observations of early-type hypervelocity stars,
these stars are quite old, with chemical properties similar to
the Galactic halo. Assuming these stars are bound, the virial
mass of our MW should be higher than 1.4 × 1012M.
2.3 Bound and unbound satellite galaxies
Other types of fast moving objects such as dwarf satellite
galaxies can be used to constrain the mass of our MW as
well. Among the MW satellite galaxies, Leo I plays an im-
portant role since it has a large Galactocentric distance and
a high velocity [e.g. 361], which could suggest that Leo I is
only weakly bound (if at all) to the MW. Incorporating Leo
I into the analysis has to rely on the assumption that Leo I is
bound to our MW. As a result, a heavy MW is often required
to keep Leo I bound given its large distance and high veloc-
ity (see more details in Sec. 4.4, Sec. 5.1 and Sec. 7). Based
on subhalos in MW-like halos from the Aquarius simulation
[365], Boylan-Kolchin et al. [55] demonstrated in 2013 that
Leo I is very unlikely to be unbound, because 99.9% subha-
los in their simulations are bound to their host halos. To keep
Leo I bound, Boylan-Kolchin et al. [55] estimated the virial
mass of our MW to be M200 = 1.34+0.41−0.31 × 1012M.
Figure 4 Top: Plot showing the concept of terminal velocity, for a gas
cloud inside the Galactic disk and within the solar radius. The gas is mov-
ing along a circular orbit, and the maximum velocity which can be observed
along that circular orbit happens at the tangent point with Galactic longitude
of lobs. R0 is the Galactocentric distance of our Sun, and R0 sin lobs is the
Galactocentric distance for the gas cloud. vc(R0 sin lobs) is the circular ve-
locity at the radius of the gas cloud. The terminal velocity is vc(R0 sin lobs)
minus the corresponding velocity components of the rotation velocity for the
Local Standard of Rest (vc(R0)) and the peculiar solar motion (U and V)
with respect to the Local Standard of Rest, projected along the line of sight.
Both U and V are in fact much smaller than vc(R0). Bottom: Plot show-
ing the concept of the line-of-sight velocity for a star within the Galactic disk
and outside the solar radius. The star is assumed to be observed at Galactic
longitude of lobs. R and R0 are the Galactocentric distance of the star and our
Sun. vR(R) and vφ(R) are the radial and tangential velocities of the star with
respect to the Galactic center. U and V reflect the peculiar motion of our
Sun, and vc(R0) is the circular velocity of the Local Standard of Rest. They
are the same as those defined in the top plot. Both U and V are in fact
much smaller than vc(R0). vR(R) is much smaller than vφ(R). The line-of-
sight velocity of the star with respect to us is the velocity difference between
the star and our Sun projected along the line-of-sight direction.
Using Gaia DR2 proper motion data, member stars of a
few MW satellite galaxies can be more robustly identified,
which then provide the averaged proper motions of these
satellite galaxies. Fritz et al. in 2018 [136] derived proper
motions for 39 companion galaxies of our MW out to 420
4) Stars whose spectral types are F, G, K or M, including both dwarf and giant stars.
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kpc. Based on arguments of keeping acceptable distribu-
tions of orbital apocenters and having a reasonable fraction
of bound satellites, they reported that a heavy MW ( 1.6 ×
1012M) is more preferable than a light MW ( 0.8×1012M).
3 Rotation velocities of the inner MW: local
observables
The Galactic rotation curve (circular or rotation velocity as
a function of radius) can directly reflect the mass enclosed
within different radii. In this section, we introduce local ob-
servables and corresponding methods of measuring the rota-
tion velocities of the inner MW. Measurements in this section
fall in the category of “LocalObs rot V” in Fig. 1.
To measure the shape of the rotation curve within the solar
orbit, previous studies have typically employed the terminal
velocities of the interstellar medium (ISM) or HI gas clouds
[e.g. 168, 232, 359, 377]. The basic idea relies on the fact that
for circular orbits in an axis-symmetric potential and within
the solar orbital radius, the observed peak velocity of ISM
along any line of sight in the Galactic disk plane corresponds
to the gas at the tangent point. The approximation of circular
orbits is reasonable given the fact that the inner region of our
MW is dominated by the disk component. In other words,
the terminal velocity tells that there is a particular direction,
along which the rotation velocity of circular orbits entirely
contributes to the line-of-sight velocity. This is demonstrated
in the top plot of Fig. 4.
We use R0 to represent the Galactocentric distance of our
Sun, and we assume the peak velocity is observed at Galac-
tic latitude of b = 0 (in the Galactic disk plane) and Galactic
longitude of l = lobs. The Galactocentric distance of the ob-
served IGM is R = R0 sin lobs, and the terminal velocity at R
[262] is
vterminal(R0 sin lobs) = vc(R0 sin lobs)
− (vc(R0) + V) sin lobs − Ucoslobs. (7)
vc(R0 sin lobs) and vc(R0) are the rotation velocities at R =
R0 sin lobs for the observed IGM and at R0 for our Sun, re-
spectively. The second term refers to the rotation of Local
Standard of Rest (hereafter LSR), vc(R0), and the motion of
our Sun with respect to the LSR in the direction of Galactic
rotation, V. Note the LSR follows the mean motion of ma-
terial in the neighborhood of the Sun, which is often assumed
to be circular, and the Sun has a small peculiar motion rela-
tive to the LSR. U is the velocity towards Galactic center.
The solar motion with respect to the Galactic center is a com-
bination of the velocity of the LSR and the peculiar motion
of the Sun with respect to the LSR in the same direction
V = (U, vc(R0) + V,W) , (8)
where W is the velocity component of the solar peculiar mo-
tion perpendicular to the Galactic disk. Note the velocity
components for solar peculiar motion, U, V and W are all
much smaller than the rotation velocity of the LSR, vc(R0).
Assuming the peculiar motions of the Sun, U, V and
W, are well determined, which we will discuss later, terms
of U and V can be moved to the left side as known quanti-
ties. The right hand side of Eqn. 7 becomes vc(R0 sin lobs) −
vc(R0) sin lobs, which can be reduced to
vc(R0 sin lobs)
R0 sin lobs
− vc(R0)R0 after
divided by R0 sin lobs [e.g. 99]. Hence given the observed ter-
minal velocities, plus the Galactocentric distance of our Sun
and the solar motion, the shape of the rotation curve can be
determined.
The normalization of the rotation curve can be determined,
by measuring the absolute rotation velocity for the LSR,
vc(R0), for example. We will discuss later in this section
about how to measure vc(R0).
Terminal velocities are usually adopted to measure the
shape of the rotation curve within the orbit of our Sun. For
regions slightly outside the Sun’s Galactocentric radius but
still on the Galactic disk, measurements of the rotation veloc-
ities can be made by modeling observed distances and line-
of-sight velocities of maser sources and disk stars [e.g. 135].
In particular, astrophysical maser sources are associated with
high-mass star forming regions, which are expected to be on
nearly circular orbits in the Galactic disk. Because the emis-
sion of masers is a narrow spectral line, the Heliocentric par-
allaxes, proper motions and line-of-sight velocities of maser
sources can be very well measured based on radio interfer-
ometry.
This is demonstrated in the bottom plot of Fig. 4. The ob-
served line-of-sight velocity, vl.o.s, of a maser source or disk
star outside the solar radius at Galactic latitude b = 0, Galac-
tic longitude l = lobs and Galactocentric distance R is given
by
vl.o.s = vφ(R) sin(arcsin(
R0
R
sin lobs))
−(vc(R0) + V) sin(lobs)
+vR(R) cos(arcsin(
R0
R
sin lobs))
−U cos(lobs), (9)
where U, V and R0 are still the peculiar solar motions to-
wards Galactic center and in the direction of Galactic rota-
tion, and the Galactocentric distance of our Sun. vc(R0) is
the rotation velocity of the LSR. vφ(R) = vc(R) − va(R) is the
tangential velocity component of the maser source or disk
star at R. vc(R) is the rotation velocity at R, and va(R) is
introduced to describe the asymmetric drift by Binney and
Tremaine (2008). vR(R) is the radial motion of the observed
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maser source or star, which is much smaller than vc(R) or
vφ(R).
Similarly, once we know the solar motion and its Galac-
tocentric distance, the rotation velocity of the LSR and the
asymmetric drift term, we can constrain the rotation velocity
vc(R) for the source observed at R through Eqn. 9. The radial
motion, vR(R), can be treated as a free parameter or averaged
to zero over a sample of sources.
We now briefly introduce how to measure the rotation ve-
locity of the LSR and the peculiar motion of our Sun. These
can be inferred through the apparent motion of Sgr A* in the
Galactic Center [e.g. 149, 318, 339]. If Sgr A* is at rest in
the Galactic frame, the apparent motion of Sgr A* reflects
the absolute motion of our Sun with respect to the Galactic
center. The peculiar motion of our Sun can then be decou-
pled from the rotation velocity of the LSR through the ob-
servation of kinematics from nearby stars. In addition, the
accurate Heliocentric distances and line-of-sight velocities of
maser sources can be used to jointly model and constrain the
rotation velocities of masers themselves with respect to the
Galactic center, the rotation velocity of the LSR, the Galac-
tocentric distance and the peculiar motion of our Sun [e.g.
47, 66, 188, 263, 319].
While the terminal velocities within the solar radius and
the line-of-sight velocities of sources slightly outside the so-
lar radius but within the Galactic disk are traditional observ-
ables to constrain the rotation velocities for the inner MW, it
is necessary to mention that in 2012, Bovy et al. [44] was
probably the first to use hot stellar tracers out of the MW disk
to measure the MW rotation curve between 4 kpc and 14 kpc,
based on the spherical Jeans equation and phase-space dis-
tribution functions. More recently in 2018, with spectro-
scopic data from APOGEE and photometric data from WISE,
2MASS and Gaia to get precise parallaxes and hence full six-
dimensional phase-space coordinates, Eilers et al. [117] mea-
sured the rotation velocity curve based on the Jeans equation
with an axisymmetric potential from 5 kpc to 25 kpc to the
Galactic center. We briefly mention their efforts here, and
postpone discussions about the (spherical) Jeans equation and
the distribution function to Sec. 4 and Sec. 5. The readers can
also check Sec. 6 about constraining the local rotation veloc-
ity using the GD-1 stream [217, 251].
Started from the last century, numerous efforts had been
spent to constrain potential models for the Galactic disk,
bulge and the dark matter halo using the measured circular
velocities of the inner MW. These studies were often com-
bined with a few other observables for the inner MW (typi-
cally based on stellar dynamics or star counting) in the fol-
lowing.
• The local vertical force some distance above the Galactic
disk or the total surface density within a cylinder cross-
ing the disk [e.g. 49, 185, 219, 427], measured with the
observed distances and radial velocities of stars in the
Galactic pole and the vertical Jeans equation.
• Total local volume density [e.g. 184], measured with stars
in the solar vicinity
• Local surface density of visible matter in the disk [e.g.
185, 218]
• The velocity dispersion in Baade’s window5) to the Galac-
tic center [e.g. 320].
• The mass in the very central parsec regions.
In addition, as the readers will see, in order to constrain
the mass of our MW out to large distances, the above lo-
cal observables are not enough, and measurements made by
other alternative methods based on more distant tracer objects
should be adopted.
Early attempts of this kind can be traced back to 1998
[e.g. 99], when Dehnen and Binney jointly modeled the ob-
served terminal velocities, distances and line-of-sight veloc-
ities of maser sources, local vertical forces, surface densities
and the observed velocity dispersion of the bulge in Baades
window. Combined with other contemporary measurements
of the enclosed mass within 100 kpc to the Galactic center
by Kochanek [213], which was mainly based on phase-space
distribution functions (see Sec. 5 for more details), the rota-
tion curves out to 100 kpc were obtained for different models.
The total mass within 100 kpc was constrained to be in the
range of 3.41 × 1011M and 6.95 × 1011M.
In 2002, Klypin et al. [210] presented a set of gravitational
potential models for our MW, based on standard disk for-
mation theory and adiabatic compression of baryons within
cuspy dark matter halos. Models with and without the ex-
change of angular momentum between baryons and dark mat-
ter were both considered. The models with a range of dif-
ferent parameters were tested against the terminal velocities,
the circular velocities slightly outside the solar radius, the
local surface density of gas and stars, the vertical force at
1.1 kpc above the Galactic disk and the mass in the very cen-
tral parsec regions of our MW. Klypin et al. [210] also in-
cluded the enclosed mass within 100 kpc to the Galactic cen-
ter from other studies [99, 213], measured with distribution
functions, and found that their modeling preferred our MW
to have virial mass of about M200 = 0.86 × 1012M, though
their analysis was not based on strict statistical inferences.
5) A sky area with relatively low amounts of interstellar dust along the line of sight, which is an observational window to the obscured Galactic Center of
the MW.
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Weber and Boer in 2010 [396] constrained the local dark
matter density. They made best fit to observed data including
the total mass within the solar orbital radius, the total density
and the surface density of visible matter at the solar position,
the local vertical force, the shape of the rotation curve within
the Galactic disk [359], and the constrained mass of our MW
within given radii from other studies [10, 400, 411]. Given
the correlations among local dark matter density, the scale
length of the dark matter halo and the Galactic disk, and since
the scale lengths were poorly constrained, their best-fit local
dark matter density varied from 0.005 to 0.01 Mpc−3, which
allowed the total mass of our MW up to 2 × 1012M.
More recently in 2011, McMillan [261] jointly modeled
the observed terminal velocities, maser sources and the local
vertical force using their disk, bulge plus dark halo models.
However, for the mass enclosed within even larger distances,
McMillan still had to refer to other contemporary measure-
ments based on the distribution function [400]. Their best-fit
rotation curve extended to ∼100 kpc. The MW virial mass
was measured to be M200 = 1.26 ± 0.24 × 1012M. Later on,
with more available maser observations, the measured virial
mass was updated to be M200 = 1.3 ± 0.3 × 1012M in a
follow-up paper [262].
In 2013, Irrgang et al. [191] adopted three different model
potentials with disk, bulge and dark matter halo to constrain
the mass of our MW within 50, 100 and 200 kpc. They jointly
modeled the solar motion, the terminal velocities, the obser-
vations of maser sources, the local total mass density and the
local surface mass density of the Galactic disk. The velocity
dispersion in the bulge was used to constrain the inner most
region, and an hypervelocity halo BHB star was assumed to
be bound to our MW and hence put further constraints on the
potential out to 200 kpc. The mass enclosed within 200 kpc
was constrained to be 1.9+2.4−0.8 × 1012M, 1.2+0.1−0.2 × 1012M
and 3.0+1.2−1.1×1012M (90% confidence) for the three potential
models adopted in their analysis, respectively.
Nesti and Salucci in 2013 [279] included in their analysis
the observed velocity dispersion of halo stars out to 80 kpc,
and used the spherical Jeans equation (see Sec. 4 for de-
tails) to obtain the rotation velocities out to such distances.
They adopted both the Burkert (core) and NFW (cusp) pro-
files for the modeling, and the best constrained masses within
50 kpc were 4.5+3.5−2.0 × 1011M and 4.8+2.0−1.5 × 1011M for the
Burkert and NFW model profiles, respectively. The masses
within 100 kpc were 6.7+6.7−3.3 × 1011M and 8.1+6.0−3.2 × 1011M,
respectively. The virial masses of the best-fit Burkert and
NFW profiles were extrapolated to be 1.11+1.6−0.61×1012M and
1.53+2.3−0.77 × 1012M6).
The galpy software, which is a python package for
galactic-dynamics calculations, was developed by Bovy in
2015 [42]. It incorporated an example potential model with
disk, bulge and halo components. The model potential was
based on fits to local observables including the terminal ve-
locities, the velocity dispersion through the Baade’s window,
the local vertical force, the local visible surface density and
the local total density, in combination with the rotation curve
measured by Bovy et al. in 2012 [44] at the solar neigh-
borhood (see above) and the total mass within 60 kpc to the
Galactic center of [411] through the spherical Jeans equation
(see Sec. 4 for details). Their model potential preferred a
virial mass of about M200 = 0.7 × 1012M.
In two subsequent papers, Bajkova and Bobylev in 2016
[6, 32] used the spherical Jeans equation to fit a bulge and
a disk together with a few different halo models to the line-
of-sight velocities of hydrogen clouds at the tangent points,
kinematic and parallax data of 130 maser sources within
25 kpc, as well as more distant rotation velocity measure-
ments by [23]. If adopting the NFW model profile for
the halo, the mass within 200 kpc was constrained to be
7.5 ± 1.9 × 1011M.
Recently, Cautun et al. [76] in 2019 have combined the
stellar rotation curve measured by Gaia [117] with the outer
mass measurements from satellite dynamics [72] to constrain
both the stellar and the dark matter distribution of the MW.
They have used a contracted dark matter halo model with free
mass and concentration, and stellar bulge and disk compo-
nents with several free parameters. Their best-fit model cor-
responds to a total MW mass, M200 = 1.12+0.20−0.22 × 1012 M,
and a dark matter halo concentration (before baryonic con-
traction), c = 8.2+1.7−1.5, which is typical of a 10
12 M halo.
Furthermore, Cautun et al. [76] have shown that the same
data is equally well fit by an NFW halo profile, but with a
20 percent lower halo mass, much higher concentration and a
20 percent higher stellar mass. It illustrates that the rotation
curve for distances below 20 kpc cannot break the degeneracy
between the halo and the stellar mass profiles, and thus, be-
cause the MW baryonic profile is still poorly understood, the
inferred halo mass depends on the baryonic model employed
in a given study.
Combining observations of rotation velocities for the in-
ner MW compiled by [189, 294] and the rotation velocities
up to 100 kpc obtained through the Spherical Jeans Equation
by [189], Karukes et al. in 2019 constrained the virial mass
of our MW to be M200 = 0.89+0.10−0.08 × 1012M.
6) The errors are 95.45% confidence level (2-σ). Through private communications with the authors, the main driving uncertainty in the errors was the ve-
locity anisotropy β, for which no prior can be known. So the errors cannot be simply converted to 1-σ uncertainties assuming Gaussian errors. The associated
error in Fig. 1 is simply the 2-σ errors decreased by 10%.
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Almost all the above studies had to rely on observations
of more distant luminous objects and other alternative meth-
ods to infer the mass distribution out to larger distances, such
as the spherical Jeans equation and the distribution function.
We now move on to introduce how the mass of our MW can
be constrained through the spherical Jeans equation, through
the phase-space distribution function of dynamical tracer ob-
jects and through dynamical modeling of tidal streams in the
following three sections (Sec. 4, Sec. 5 and Sec. 6).
4 The rotation velocity out to large distances
from the Jeans Equation: halo stars, globular
clusters and satellite galaxies
In the previous section, we introduced how the rotation curve
of the inner MW can be inferred through the terminal and
circular velocities. To obtain the rotation curve out to large
distances, the spherical Jeans Equation has been frequently
used. In the following, we start by introducing the spherical
Jeans Equation and then move on to describe relevant studies
in literature. Measurements in this section fall in the category
of “SJE” in Fig. 1.
4.1 The spherical Jeans Equation
The dynamical structure of a system can be fully specified by
its phase-space distribution function, or the number density of
objects in phase space, f (x, v, t) ≡ d3N/d3xd3v. In absence
of collision, the phase-space density is conserved along the
orbits of the particles, i.e., d f /dt = 0, leading to the so-called
collisionless Boltzmann equation
∂ f
∂t
+
dv
dt
· ∇v f + v · ∇x f = 0, (10)
a manifestation of the Liouville theorem in classical me-
chanics. For a smooth distribution of particles, the parti-
cle acceleration is determined by the smooth potential field,
dv/dt = −∇xΦ. Taking the first moment of the collisionless
Boltzmann equation over velocity one can derive the more
frequently used Jeans equation, which is a 6-dimensional
analogy to the 3-dimensional Euler equations for fluid flow.
When the system is in a steady-state, both the underly-
ing potential and the distribution function are independent of
time, i.e., Φ(x, t) = Φ(x) and ∂ f /∂t = 0. The Jeans equation
then relates the potential gradients to observable quantities
including the number density distribution, the mean velocity
and velocity dispersions of different velocity components for
observed objects.
Adopting the Jeans equation to constrain the potential gra-
dient requires the knowledge of spatial derivatives of the ve-
locity dispersions for different velocity components (e.g. the
vertical, radial and azimuthal velocity dispersions and cross
terms), which is not easy. Studies using the Jeans equa-
tion to constrain the underlying distribution of luminous and
dark matter were traditionally limited to the solar neighbor-
hood[e.g. 84, 184, 218], within a few kilo-parsecs from the
Galactic plane [e.g. 50, 51, 145, 185, 219, 351, 358, 427] and
out to about ∼10 kpc with photometric distances [e.g. 241].
If further assuming the Galactic halo is spherical, we can
derive the simplified and so far more frequently used spher-
ical Jeans equation (hereafter SJE; Binney and Tremaine
1987):
1
ρ∗
d(ρ∗σ2r )
dr
+
2βσ2r
r
= −dΦ
dr
= −V
2
c
r
, (11)
where quantities on the left side are the radial velocity disper-
sion of tracers in the system, σr, their radial density profile,
ρ∗, and their velocity anisotropy, β. The velocity anisotropy
is defined as
β = 1 − σ
2
θ + σ
2
φ
2σ2r
= 1 − 〈v
2
θ〉 − 〈vθ〉2 + 〈v2φ〉 − 〈vφ〉2
2(〈v2r 〉 − 〈vr〉2)
, (12)
where σθ and σφ are velocity dispersions of the two tangen-
tial components. vr is the radial velocity. vθ and vφ are the
two components of the tangential velocity. When the quanti-
ties on the left-hand side of Eqn. 11 can be measured for ob-
served luminous dynamical tracers, such as halo stars, globu-
lar clusters and satellite galaxies, the rotation velocity (or the
potential gradient) on the right-hand side of the same equa-
tion can be directly inferred.
In reality, the observed quantity is the radial velocity dis-
persion of dynamical tracers, σr, converted from the Helio-
centric line-of-sight velocities, and the tracer density profile,
ρ∗. However, the velocity anisotropy, β, is more difficult to be
properly measured if proper motions are not available, espe-
cially for tracer objects at large distances. It is obvious from
Equation 11 that the velocity anisotropy term is degenerate
with the gravity term, so that an overestimate of β leads to an
underestimate in mass. This is known as the mass-anisotropy
degeneracy.
Assuming β is constant, the solution to Equation 11 is
σ2r (r) =
1
r2βρ∗(r)
∫ ∞
r
dr′r′2βρ∗(r′)dφ/dr, (13)
subject to the boundary condition that limr→∞ r2βρ∗σ2r,∗ = 0
[e.g. 10, 197].
4.2 Measurements with assumed or externally cali-
brated anisotropy
Based on distances and radial velocities of 240 tracer ob-
jects in the stellar halo of our MW, including BHB stars ,
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red giant stars, globular clusters and satellite galaxies, from
the spectroscopic Spaghetti survey, Battaglia et al. [10]
used Eqn. 13 to constrain the mass of our MW in 2005.
Constant β was adopted in their analysis. The density pro-
file of tracers was measured to have a power-law form of
ρ∗(r) ∝ r−α, with α ∼3.5 out to ∼50 kpc from the Galactic
center [269, 412]. Assuming the power-law density profile
of tracers is valid out to large distances, the radial velocity
dispersion was measured to be almost a constant of 120 km/s
out to 30 kpc and continuously drops to ∼50 km/s at 120 kpc.
The best-fit NFW model led to the virial mass of our MW of
M200 = 0.7+1.2−0.2×1012M, and the best-fit mass within 120 kpc
to the Galactic center was constrained to be 5.4+2.0−1.4×1011M.
In addition to a constant β, Battaglia et al. [10] investigated
alternative functional forms of β profiles as a function of the
Galactocentric distance. For a given mass model, although
not all functional forms of β can produce reasonable fits to
the data, the best-fit virial mass is strongly dependent of the
chosen functional form for β (see also, e.g., [23] and [424]).
In a follow-up study, Dehnen et al. in 2006 [100] revisited
the results of Battaglia et al. [10], and found a virial mass
of about 1.5 × 1012M. In contrast to Battaglia et al. [10],
Dehnen et al. [100] claimed that the observed radial velocity
dispersions are consistent with a constant velocity anisotropy
of tracers, if the density profile of tracers is truncated beyond
160 kpc. These studies demonstrate that the mass to be con-
strained is very sensitive to assumptions behind both velocity
anisotropies and tracer density profiles.
Given the strong β-dependence, some other studies at-
tempted to rely on numerical simulations to estimate the
anisotropy when applying the Jeans equation. Xue et al. in
2008 [411] also adopted the SJE as part of their analysis, but
instead of directly fitting the observed radial velocity disper-
sions with assumptions of β, Xue et al. [411] constrained the
rotation curve of our MW out to 60 kpc, which relies on the
distribution of radial versus circular velocities of star parti-
cles in two simulated halos of hydrodynamical simulations.
The circular velocity as a function of radius within 60 kpc
was determined by matching the observed distribution of ra-
dial versus circular velocities to the corresponding distribu-
tion in simulated halos. In their analysis, the SJE was used
to scale their simulated halos, which have slightly different
radial profiles of star particles compared with the best esti-
mated power-law slope of our MW. The mass within 60 kpc
to the Galactic center was estimated to be 4.0±0.7×1011M.
Adopting the NFW model profile, the virial mass was con-
strained to be M200 = 0.84+0.3−0.2M.
Based on halo stars with radial velocity measurements
from the Hypervelocity Star Survey, Gnedin et al. in 2010
[153] measured the radial velocity dispersion between 25 and
80 kpc from the Galactic center. The velocity anisotropy
was inferred from numerical simulations, with a plausible
range of 0 6 β 6 0.5 and a most likely value of 0.4.
Over the probed radial range, the power-law index of the
tracer density profile was between 3.5 and 4.5. The plau-
sible range of circular velocity at 80 kpc inferred from the
SJE was between 175 and 231 km/s. Gnedin et al. [153]
constrained the mass within 80 kpc to the Galactic center as
6.9+3.0−1.2×1011M. The virial mass within 300 kpc was extrap-
olated to be M200 = 1.3 ± 0.3 × 1012M.
Very recently, Zhai et al. in 2018 [424] used the SJE to
model the differentiation of line-of-sight velocity dispersions
based on 9627 K giant stars from LAMOST DR5, with dis-
tances between 5 and 120 kpc from the Galactic center. If β
was assumed as 0.3, the MW virial mass was constrained to
be 1.11+0.24−0.20 × 1012M.
4.3 Inferring mass and anisotropy from data
To overcome the mass-anisotropy degeneracy, many studies
devoted efforts to either directly infer or indirectly model β
from observational data. In the solar vicinity, βwas measured
to be ∼0.6 based on proper motions of stars [e.g. 37, 356].
Without proper motions, tangential velocities with respect
to the Galactic center can still be inferred from the line-of-
sight velocities for objects in the inner MW, given the fact
that our Sun is about 8 kpc from the Galactic center [e.g.
91, 93, 197, 208, 354]. The observed line-of-sight velocities
are contributed by both radial and tangential velocities with
respect to the Galactic center. The fraction of tangential ve-
locities contained in the line-of-sight velocities depends on
both Galactocentric distances and Galactic coordinates of the
observed object [208]. For tracer objects at large distances,
the line-of-sight velocities are dominated by the radial com-
ponents and contain very little information about the tangen-
tial velocity components.
Early in 1997, Sommer-Larsen et al. [364] analyzed 679
BHB stars between 7 and 65 kpc from the Galactic center.
Assuming dynamical equilibrium in a logarithmic Galactic
potential, they found indications that the tangential velocity
dispersion further beyond the solar radius should be larger
than the value in our solar neighborhood. In 2005, Sirko et al.
[354] fitted an ellipsoidal velocity distribution to 1170 BHB
stars from SDSS, and reported that the halo beyond our solar
vicinity is close to isotropic. Adopting a power-law distribu-
tion function with a constant β (see Sec. 5 for more details
of the distribution function), Deason et al. in 2011 [91] fitted
3549 BHB stars from SDSS/DR7 and reported a tangential
halo between 10 and 25 kpc and a radial halo between 25 and
50 kpc. Then in a later study, Deason et al. in 2012 [93] al-
lowed both the potential parameter and velocity anisotropy in
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their model distribution function to vary and reported β = 0.5
between 16 and 48 kpc. It was discussed by Kafle et al. in
2012 [197] that the tangential halo claimed by Deason et al.
in 2011 [91] within 25 kpc is very likely due to the broad
radial binning.
In fact, the study by Kafle et al. in 2012 [197] involved
modeling of the anisotropy profile between 9 and 25 kpc
based on maximum likelihood analysis with analytical dis-
tribution functions. The best constrained β is close to 0.5
in the very inner part of our MW and falls sharply beyond
13 kpc, reaching a minimum of -1.2 at 17 kpc and rises again
on larger scales. Beyond 25 kpc, radial velocities can still be
measured, but it was impossible to properly measure the tan-
gential components from their line-of-sight velocities. Kafle
et al. [197] fitted three-component potential models of Galac-
tic disk, bulge and halo to the estimated circular velocity pro-
file out to 25 kpc based on the SJE, and the mass enclosed
within 25 kpc was measured to be 2.1 × 1011M. The virial
mass was extrapolated to be M200 = 0.77+0.40−0.30×1012M. With
the extrapolated potential profile, tracer density profile and
the measured radial velocity dispersion on distances larger
than what can be probed by their sample of tracers, they used
the SJE to predict β to be roughly 0.5 over the radial range of
25 to 56 kpc.
Note, however, the very inner region of our MW, which
is close to the Galactic disk, is not spherically symmetric,
but the SJE assumes spherical symmetry. This can bias the
estimated mass. In addition, the underlying potential of the
outer halo is not ideally spherical because dark matter halos
are triaxial [194]. There are efforts of applying the SJE to
simulated galaxies and halos [e.g. 199, 391]. More impor-
tantly, the assumption of a steady-state is also non-trivial and
can lead to significant systematics. For example, Wang et
al. in 2018 [391] have shown evidences of how violations of
the spherical and the steady state assumptions behind the SJE
can potentially affect the constrained halo mass of MW-like
halos. We provide more detailed discussions in Sec. 10.2.
Using proper motions of 13 main sequence halo stars from
the multi-epoch HST/ACS photometry, Deason et al. in 2013
[97] reported that β is consistent with zero (isotropic) at
24 kpc. In addition, King III et al. in 2015 [208] found a min-
imum in their measured anisotropy profiles at ∼20 kpc, based
on 6174 faint F-type stars from the radial velocity sample
of the MMT telescope, and 13480 F-type stars from SDSS.
However, compared with Kafle et al. [197], the minimum in
their anisotropy profile is more negative, and they claimed
that the less negative measurements in other studies is likely
due to their broader binning.
Direct measurements of β and the mass distribution up to
and beyond the Galactocentric distance of 100 kpc are even
more challenging, where the line-of-sight velocities are al-
most entirely dominated by the radial velocities with respect
to the Galactic center. Using a sample of halo stars out to
∼150 kpc, Deason et al. in 2012 [95] found that the radial ve-
locity dispersion of these stellar tracers falls rapidly on such
large distances. Assuming the tracer density falls off between
50 and 150 kpc with a power-law index smaller than 5 and
assuming radial orbits, the mass within 150 kpc to the Galac-
tic center was estimated to lie in the range between 5 × 1011
and 1012M.
In a later study by Kafle et al. in 2014 [198], the radial ve-
locity dispersion profile out to ∼160 kpc was measured with
K giants from SDSS/DR9, and the SJE was used to constrain
the mass distribution and the velocity anisotropy out to such
large distances. Kafle et al. [198] modeled the inner tracer
density profile as double power law with a break radius. Be-
yond 100 kpc, the profile was assumed to be truncated beyond
a characteristic radius plus an exponential softening quanti-
fied by some scale length. Within 25 kpc, β can be known
from previous studies. Beyond 50 kpc, they assumed β to
be a constant, and the change of β was assumed to be linear
between 25 and 50 kpc. The break and truncation radii, soft-
ening scale length and the constant β beyond 50 kpc were all
treated as free parameters, in combination with other free pa-
rameters in their three-component potential model. The virial
mass was best fit to be M200 = 0.71+0.31−0.16 × 1012M, and β of
the outer halo was estimated to be 0.4 ± 0.2.
Using multiple species of halo stars and combining the
terminal velocity measurements with the SJE analysis, Bhat-
tacharjee et al. in 2014 [23] measured the rotation curve of
our MW up to ∼200 kpc. Since the circular velocity decreases
with the increase of β at a given radius, the maximum value of
β = 1 corresponds to the lower limit of mass enclosed within
200 kpc, which was constrained by Bhattacharjee et al. [23]
to be 6.8 ± 4.1 × 1011M.
Huang et al. in 2016 [189] used about 16,000 primary red
clump giants in the outer disk from the LSS-GAC (LAMOST
Spectroscopic Survey of the Galactic Anticancer ) of the on-
going LAMOST experiment and the SDSS-III/APOGEE sur-
vey, plus 5,700 K giants from the SDSS/SEGUE survey to de-
rive the rotation curve of our MW out to 100 kpc. In the inner
MW region, the rotation velocity was deduced from line-of-
sight velocities following the approaches in Sec. 3, whereas
the rotation curve in the outer halo was obtained from the
SJE, with the values of β taken from all the previous stud-
ies mentioned above and interpolated. Their best-fit potential
model led to the virial mass of M200 = 0.85+0.07−0.08 × 1012M.
In 2017, Ablimit and Zhao [2] adopted 860 ab-type RR
Lyrae stars in the Galactic halo to look at the rotation ve-
locities out to ∼50 kpc using the SJE. Their sample of stars
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were identified from the Catalina Surveys DR1, combined
with spectroscopic data from SDSS DR8 and LAMOST DR4
to obtain radial velocities. They adopted two different choices
of β, a constant value of β = 0 within 50 kpc and the radius-
dependent β profile by [402] (see Sec. 5.2 for more details), in
which β changes from ∼0.32 to ∼0.67 between 10 and 50 kpc.
For β = 0, the circular velocity at 50 kpc was constrained to
be 180.00±31.92 km/s, and the enclosed mass within 50 kpc
was estimated as 3.75 ± 1.33 × 1011M.
More recently, since much more proper motion data has
been measured by Gaia, Bird et al. in 2019 [30] directly
measured β for more than 8,600 metal poor K giants, based
on distances and line-of-sight velocities from LAMOST and
cross matched to Gaia DR2 to obtain proper motions. Be-
tween the solar radius and 25 kpc to the Galactic center, their
sample is highly radial (β ∼ 0.8). β gradually becomes less
radial beyond 25 kpc, reaching ∼0.3 at ∼100 kpc. In contrast
to previous measurements made by Kafle et al. in 2012 [197],
Deason et al. in 2013 [97] and King III et al. in 2015 [208],
Bird et al. [30] did not report any minimum for the β pro-
file within 25 kpc. In addition, they claimed the sensitivity of
their measured β profile to substructures.
To conclude, the measurement of the velocity anisotropy
or β profile, from the Galactic center to the outer stellar halo,
still suffers from inconsistencies and debates. The robustness
of the measurements depends on a variety of factors. First of
all, whether proper motions are available is very important,
and deriving β from line-of-sight velocities might suffer from
systematics due to the assumed tracer velocity models. As we
have already mentioned, many previous studies constrained
the tangential velocity components from the observed line-
of-sight velocities have to rely on fitting ellipsoidal models in
velocity space or distribution functions in phase space. More-
over, the particular type of tracer objects and the sample se-
lection may both result in different measurements, because
different tracer populations are not expected to have the same
velocity distributions. Also, the influence of substructures is
still uncertain. This has been discussed by Loebman et al.
in 2018 [242], in which the possible origin and persistence
of the dip feature in β profiles were investigated using both
N-body and hydrodynamical simulations.
4.4 Variants to the SJE: Mass estimators
The Jeans equation itself can be regarded as a mass estimator
in which the enclosed mass is related to the velocity disper-
sion profile. Starting from the collisionless Boltzmann equa-
tion or the SJE, alternative forms of mass estimators may be
derived, usually under some more specific forms of the poten-
tial and tracer profiles. These estimators may be more com-
pact and convenient to apply to data than the SJE. However,
one should bear in mind that the limitations and caveats in the
Jeans modeling as discussed above are generally also relevant
to these alternative mass estimators, in addition to model-
specific systematics in case extra assumptions are made to
derive the estimator.
Early attempts of deriving mass estimators which relate
observed positions and velocities of tracer objects to the en-
closed mass can be traced back to the 1960s, which is called
the virial theorem [237]. The virial theorem estimator, how-
ever, results in a biased estimate of the true mass as pointed
out by Bahcall and Tremaine in 1981 [5].
In 2010, Watkins et al. [393] derived mass estimators for
scale-free (single power law) potentials and tracer density
profiles, which relate the enclosed mass within the maximum
radius of the tracer sample to the observed velocities and dis-
tances of these tracers. When tangential velocities are un-
known due to missing proper motions, the estimator relates
the average radial velocities and distances of tracers to the
enclosed mass, while the velocity anisotropy of tracers, the
power-law indexes of the potentials and tracer density pro-
files have to be assumed in advance.
Applying the derived mass estimator to satellite galax-
ies in our MW and assuming isotropic velocity anisotropy
(β = 0), the mass within 300 kpc was estimated to be
1.17±0.3×1012M by Watkins et al. [393]. In their analysis,
six satellites have proper motions. Two estimators with or
without tangential velocities when proper motions are avail-
able or not have been applied separately. The final result
was a weighted average between results from the two estima-
tors, and Monte Carlos simulations were adopted to estimate
the measurement errors. The estimated mass within 300 kpc
dropped by ∼60% if only radial velocities were used. If con-
sidering the plausible range of anisotropies based on both nu-
merical simulations and observations, the uncertainty was in
fact very large, ranging from ∼ 1.0 to ∼ 2.7 × 1012M. This
corresponds to the large errorbar in Fig. 1. In their analysis
Leo I played 27% of role compared with the other satellites.
Watkins et al. [393] drew the plausible power-law in-
dex value for their potential model by looking at the best-fit
slopes of NFW profiles over the radial range of their satel-
lites. For MW-analogous concentrations and virial radii, the
power-law index of the potential changes slowly and is close
to 0.5. However, the NFW profile, which can be used to well
approximate the dark matter halo profiles in modern cosmo-
logical simulations, does not produce a strictly single power
law potential outside 10 kpc. In a few follow-up papers, mass
estimators with more generalized potentials have been further
developed [e.g. 3, 4, 125].
In fact, not only the potential profile, but also the tracer
density profile is not a single power law. Many late-time
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studies found breaks in the number density profiles of halo
stars at ∼16 to ∼30 kpc [e.g. 12, 88, 92, 139, 198, 313, 345,
346, 394, 410]. The power-law indexes reported by many
of these studies are shallower within the breaking radii, and
become steeper outside. For example, [12] found values of
α = 2 and α = 4 for inner and outer profiles. [394] inves-
tigated RR Lyrae stars out to 100 kpc and found values of
2.4 and 4.5. [92] reached similar conclusions (power-law in-
dexes of 2.3 and 4.6) using BHB stars out to ∼40 kpc. Using
main-sequence turnoff stars from the Canada-France-Hawaii
Telescope Legacy Survey, [346] reported a slightly shallower
outer slope of 3.8 beyond 28 kpc, and in a follow-up paper,
[345] found a smaller breaking radius of 16 kpc. The ten-
sion among different measurements might be due to signifi-
cant variations of the power-law index values over the sky, in
that substructures can potentially affect the measured values,
especially if one relies on narrow pencil-beam surveys [e.g.
243]. It was pointed out by Lowing et al. in 2013 [94] that
the break in tracer density profiles is likely associated with an
early and massive accretion event.
More recently, Sohn et al. in 2018 [363] adopted proper
motion measurements from HST for globular clusters be-
tween 10 and 40 kpc from the Galactic center. Still based
on the mass estimator developed by Watkins et al. in 2010
[393] (the one with proper motion and based on scale-free
potential and tracer density profiles), Sohn et al. [363] con-
strained the mass within 39.5 kpc to the Galactic center as
6.1+1.8−1.2 × 1011M. β was measured from their sample of glob-
ular clusters as 0.609+0.130−0.229. The virial mass was extrapolated
to be M200 = 1.71+0.97−0.79 × 1012M.
Using 34 globular clusters with proper motions from the
second data release (DR2) of Gaia, together within the sam-
ple of globular clusters from HST [363], Watkins et al. in
2019 [395] further estimated the mass within 21.1 kpc and
39.5 kpc to the Galactic center as 2.1+0.4−0.3 × 1011M and
4.2+0.7−0.6 × 1011M, respectively. The virial mass was extrapo-
lated to be M200 = 1.29+0.75−0.44 × 1012M. β was estimated from
the data as 0.52+0.11−0.14.
A very recent study by Fritz et al. [138] applied the
Watkins et al. mass estimator to 45 satellites with Gaia
proper motions. Subhalos from dark matter only simulations
are used to test and calibrate their measurements. A signif-
icant bias has been reported after applying the mass estima-
tor to simulations, which was mainly attributed to the devi-
ation of satellite density profiles from a single power law.
Systematic uncertainties arising from LMC mass and LMC
satellites were also discussed. The mass enclosed within
64 and 273 kpc was estimated to be 5.8+1.5−1.4 × 1011M and
14.3+3.5−3.2×1011M, taking into account potential influences of
the LMC. The mass out to ∼308 kpc was extrapolated to be
1.51+0.45−0.40 × 1012M.
5 Distribution functions: halo stars, globular
clusters and satellite galaxies
As we have introduced in Section 4, the phase-space distri-
bution function fully specifies the dynamical structure of the
system, and in principle contains the most complete informa-
tion for dynamical modeling. As solutions to the collisionless
Boltzmann equation (Equation 10), these functions connect
the phase-space coordinates of tracers to the underlying po-
tential, and thus can be used to fit to the observed positions
and velocities of tracer objects and constrain the model po-
tential. In the following, we discuss how available functional
forms can be chosen, in terms of classical integrals of mo-
tion or actions, and we will introduce the efforts of using the
distribution functions to constrain the mass of our MW. In
addition, we also review the class of simulation-based distri-
bution functions by linking observed MW satellite galaxies
to simulated subhalos and the set of orbital probability distri-
butions. Measurements in this section fall in the category of
“DF” in Fig. 1.
5.1 Distribution function in terms of classical integrals
of motion
The phase-space distribution function, f (x, v, t), describes a
dynamical system in terms of positions, x, velocities, v, and
time, t. As we have mentioned in Sec. 4, the system is inde-
pendent of time when it is in steady state. The Jeans theorem
states that the steady state solution of the distribution func-
tion is connected to positions and velocities only through the
integrals of motions. The strong Jeans theorem further states
that there are only three independent integrals of motions. For
systems with a spherical symmetry, the distribution function
of steady state systems can be written down in terms of en-
ergy and the magnitude of angular momentum, i.e., f (E, L)
[248].
The phase-space distribution function of tracer objects
bound to the underlying potential (binding energy E > 0) can
be described by the Eddington formula [116], which is basi-
cally the Abell inversion of the tracer density profile, ρ∗(r),
under the spherical assumption. The simplest isotropic and
spherically symmetric case is
F(E) =
1√
8pi2
d
dE
∫ E
Φ(rmax,t)
dρ∗(r)
dΦ(r)
dΦ(r)√
E − Φ(r) , (14)
where the distribution function only depends on the binding
energy per unit mass, E = Φ(r) − v22 . Φ(r) and v
2
2 are the
underlying dark matter halo potential and kinetic energy per
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unit mass of tracers. The integral goes from the potential at
the tracer boundary to the binding energy of interest7). Usu-
ally both the zero point of potentials and the tracer boundary,
rmax,t, are chosen at infinity, and thus Φ(rmax,t) = 0.
In reality the velocity distribution of tracers is anisotropic.
One possible anisotropic form introduces an angular momen-
tum (L) dependence as
F(E, L) = L−2β f (E), (15)
where the energy part, f (E), is expressed as [85]
f (E) =
2β−3/2
pi3/2Γ(m − 1/2 + β)Γ(1 − β)×
d
dE
∫ E
Φ(rmax,t)
(E − Φ)β−3/2+m d
m[r2βρ∗(r)]
dΦm
dΦ
=
2β−3/2
pi3/2Γ(m − 1/2 + β)Γ(1 − β)×∫ E
Φ(rmax,t)
(E − Φ)β−3/2+m d
m+1[r2βρ∗(r)]
dΦm+1
dΦ,
(16)
which assumes the energy, E, and the magnitude of angu-
lar momentum, L, are separable. Here β is the velocity
anisotropy parameter. m is an integer chosen to make the in-
tegral converge and depends on the value of β. If the allowed
region of β is −0.5 < β < 1, then m = 1.
When the tangential velocities of tracers are not available,
the phase-space distribution in terms of radius, r, and radial
velocity, vr, is given by the integral over tangential velocities,
vt,
P(r, vr |C) =
∫
L−2β f (E)2pivtdvt, (17)
where C denotes a set of model parameters. Via the Laplace
transform, this can be written as
P(r, vr |C) = 1√
2pir2β
∫ Er
Φ(rmax,t)
dΦ
(Er − Φ)1/2
dr2βρ∗
dΦ
, (18)
where Er = Φ(r)−v2r/2. All factors of m cancel in the Laplace
transform and hence Eqn. 18 does not depend on m.
The more explicit form of the above phase-space distribu-
tion function depends on the chosen model for the underlying
potential (Φ) and tracer density (ρ∗) profiles. Free parame-
ters in the potential and tracer models are often constrained
through the Bayesian framework.
Early attempts of using such distribution functions to con-
strain the mass of our MW can be traced back to a few
decades ago. In 1987, Little and Tremaine [239] devised
the method of fitting the model distribution function to ob-
served positions and velocities of satellite galaxies under the
Bayesian framework, to constrain the mass within 50 kpc to
the Galactic center. In 1989, Zaritsky et al. [422] repeated
the analysis with improved velocity estimates of satellites.
Assuming a point mass, the median mass of the Galaxy was
estimated to be 9.3+4.1−1.2 × 1011M for radial satellite orbits,
and 12.5+8.4−3.2 × 1011M for isotropic satellite orbits. The es-
timated mass can be significantly smaller if excluding Leo I
from their sample of satellite galaxies.
Slightly later in 1991, similar estimates were reached by
Norris and Hawkins [284] and by Kulessa and Lynden-Bell
in 1992 [220]. Then in 1996, Kochanek [213] applied such
phase-space distribution functions to constrain the mass of
our MW using the Jaffe model, in combination with other
approaches including the local escape velocity of stars (see
Sec. 2), which suppressed the low-velocity solutions, and the
rotation curve of the disk (see Sec. 3), which eliminated solu-
tions predicting too high rotation velocities at the solar neigh-
borhood. The Local Group timing argument (see Sec. 7 for
details) was also adopted to suppress high-mass solutions.
Kochanek [213] discussed cases when only radial velocities
were available and when both radial and tangential velocities
were available. The median mass within 50 kpc was esti-
mated to be 5.1+1.3−1.1 × 1011M (90% confidence level and with
Leo I).
Wilkinson and Evans in 1999 [400] adopted the truncated
flat-rotation model potential in their distribution function, and
used the distances and velocities of satellite galaxies and
globular clusters to constrain the model (27 objects in total
and 6 with proper motions). Assuming the density profile of
satellites and globular clusters was a power law with index of
3.4 and by including Leo I, the mass enclosed within 50 kpc
was estimated to be 5.4+0.2−3.6 × 1011M, and the total mass of
the halo was estimated as 1.9+3.6−1.7 × 1012M 8).
The estimates were updated by Sakamoto et al. in 2003
[324] using a larger sample of dynamical tracers including
11 satellites, 127 globular clusters and 413 field horizontal
branch stars, among which half of the objects had proper mo-
tions. The total mass was constrained to be 2.5+0.5−1.0 × 1012M
if including Leo I and 1.8+0.4−0.7 × 1012M if excluding Leo I.
The mass within 50 kpc was estimated to be 5.5+0.0−0.2×1011M
if including Leo I and 5.4+0.1−0.4 × 1011M without Leo I.
Later in 2012, Deason et al. [93] adopted the single power-
7) To define the binding energy, we adopt the convention that Φ(rmax,t) = 0, and Φ(r) > 0, which differs from the potential used in previous sections by a
sign.
8) The total mass is a free parameter in their truncated flat-rotation potential model. The errors are determined by both the small sample size and the
measurement errors, which are thus very large.
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law potential and tracer density profiles in the model distri-
bution function proposed by [127], and considered a constant
flattening of the halo, by using 1933 blue horizontal branch
stars within 18 and 48 kpc from the Galactic center as dy-
namical tracers. The mass within 50 kpc was constrained to
be 4.2± 0.4× 1011M. Combined with the measured rotation
velocities and enclosed masses within fixed radii smaller than
the virial radius from other studies, [93] claimed that their re-
sults favored an NFW halo with concentration of about 20.
We extrapolated the NFW profile to get the virial mass of
M200 = 0.94+0.22−0.20 × 1012M.
In a series of papers since 2015 [111, 112, 113, 114, 115],
the distribution functions were revisited. In their first pa-
per, Eadie et al. in 2015 [114] used the Hernquist and the
isotropic Jaffe models in their analysis to model the incom-
plete data. Their sample of dynamical tracers involved 59
globular clusters and 29 dwarf galaxies, out of which 26
globular clusters and 18 dwarf galaxies did not have proper
motions. For tracers with large enough Galactocentric dis-
tances, their observed line-of-sight velocities can be approx-
imated as radial velocities with respect to the Galactic cen-
ter, while the unknown tangential velocities were treated
as nuisance parameters, with the parameter space sampled
through the hybrid-Gibbs sampler. The total mass of our MW,
which is a parameter in the Hernquist model, was estimated
as 1.55+0.18−0.13 × 1012M (95% confidence region, isotropic
anisotropy). The mass within 260 kpc was constrained as
1.37+0.14−0.10 × 1012M (95% confidence region). It was found
that since the proper motion of Pal 3 has very large uncertain-
ties, Pal 3 played a very important weight in determining the
mass of our MW. If excluding Pal 3 in their analysis, the MW
mass through the Hernquist parameter was best constrained
as 1.36+0.15−0.10 × 1012M (95% confidence region).
The first paper [114] was based on simple potential models
and it was assumed that the dynamical tracers and the under-
lying dark matter have the same spatial distributions. In a
follow-up study of 2016, Eadie et al. [113] adopted power-
law potential and tracer density profiles of [127] and [93],
and adopted different radial distributions for tracers and dark
matter. They used globular clusters only as tracers, because a
single power-law density profile better models a single popu-
lation of objects. The catalog of [174, 175] were used as the
starting point of their sample globular clusters, which con-
tains 157 objects. After exclusions, in total 89 globular clus-
ters were selected, out of which 18 did not have complete
velocity measurements. A series of different scenarios were
tried, by choosing to either fix or free the parameters for the
underlying potential profile, the tracer density profile and the
velocity anisotropy. When all the parameters were free, the
mass within 125 kpc was constrained to be 5.22+0.41−0.43×1011M
(50% confidence). Extrapolated to the virial radius, the virial
mass was found to be M200 = 0.682+0.071−0.076×1012M (50% con-
fidence region). If only using globular clusters outside 10 kpc
where a single-power law potential model can better approx-
imate the outer slope represented by the NFW model, the
virial mass was constrained as M200 = 0.902+0.184−0.333 × 1012M
(50% confidence ).
Eadie et al. in 2017 [115] further applied the hierarchi-
cal Bayesian approach to model the phase-space distribu-
tion of globular clusters, which includes more meaningful
treatment of measurement errors. With the sample of glob-
ular clusters from their previous study in 2016 [113], the
mass within 125 kpc to the Galactic center was measured as
6.3 ± 1.1 × 1011M (95% confidence). The virial mass was
extrapolated to be M200 = 0.86+0.23−0.19 × 1012M (95% confi-
dence). Further extrapolated to 300 kpc, the enclosed mass
within 300 kpc was found to be 1.14 ± 0.22 × 1012M.
More recently, the Gaia team measured and released the
mean proper motions through member stars for 75 globular
clusters [142], which cover about half of the objects previ-
ously provided by [174] and [175]. In their 2019 paper, Eadie
et al. [111] replaced the data of [174] and [175] by the Gaia
proper motions with some exceptions. When proper motions
were not available from Gaia, the HST proper motions [363],
if available, were adopted. If the proper motions were still
missed, the measurements from other studies (see [113] for
details) were adopted. In total, the sample contained 154 ob-
jects, out of which 52 had incomplete measurements. In the
mean time, both Vasiliev [383] and Baumgardt et al. [11] in
2019 identified member stars for the ∼150 globular clusters
from [174] and [175], and provided independent mean proper
motion estimates for all of them. Eadie & Juric´ in 2019 [111]
afterwards made their measurements using both their own ex-
tended globular cluster sample based on Gaia DR2 plus HST
and the catalog of Vasiliev [383]. The two catalogs gave very
similar constraints. Based on globular clusters with Galacto-
centric distances larger than 15 kpc, the median estimate of
the MW virial mass was M200 = 0.70+0.17−0.12 × 1012M (68%
confidence reading from their Fig. 7). If further excluding 4
globular clusters with Galactocentric distances between 15
and 20 kpc from [271], the measurement became slightly
larger M200 = 0.77+0.25−0.16 × 1012M. They provided the cu-
mulative mass profile out to slightly beyond ∼ 100 kpc.
As the readers may have found, most of the measurements
adopted simplified potential models such as the truncated flat
rotation and power-law potentials. However, the NFW pro-
file, which well approximates the dark matter halo profiles in
cosmological simulations, lead to more complicated analyti-
cal forms of the phase-space distribution function [392], and
have been evaluated numerically [e.g. 399], but have never
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been applied to real tracer objects.
The performance of single power-law potential models and
the functional form of Eqn. 15 both await further tests. More-
over, the incompleteness of available data and measurement
errors can both affect the results. There have been stud-
ies which applied such phase-space distribution functions to
simulated galaxies and dark matter halos to test their perfor-
mances [e.g. 112, 392, 406], for which we make more de-
tailed discussions in Sec. 10.2. Briefly, Eadie et al. in 2018
[112] showed that the model has difficulties predicting both
the inner and outer regions of the true underlying cumulative
mass profiles of simulated galaxies, after using tracers at all
Galactocentric distances. By extending the distribution func-
tion to be based on the NFW profile, Wang et al. in 2015
[392] demonstrated different levels of systematic biases from
halo to halo. Deviations from the NFW potential, violations
of the steady state assumption and invalid functional forms
of the distribution function can all be responsible for such
biases. On the other hand, a careful examination of the good-
ness of fit may serve as a way to discriminate between dif-
ferent models. As shown by the second paper of Li et al. in
2019 [235], it is possible to verify or select proper distribu-
tion function models for a given observation.
5.2 distribution function in terms of actions
Actions are defined as integrals of the generalized momenta
along a path of the generalized coordinate Ji =
∫
pidqi. The
components, Ji, are linked to separable potentials. Each mo-
mentum, pi, is a function of one coordinate, qi, plus three
integrals of motion, which are introduced through the proce-
dure of separation upon solving the Hamilton-Jacobian equa-
tion. In a spherical potential, for example, the radial action is
defined as
Jr =
1
pi
∫ ra
rp
dr
√
2E − 2Φ − L
2
r2
, (19)
where rp and ra are the radii at pericenter and apocenter.
The other two actions in a spherical potential can be chosen
as Jφ = Lz and L − Lz, i.e., the component of the angular
momentum along the z-axis and the difference between the
magnitude of angular momentum and its z-component.
The spherical isochrone potential [e.g. 126, 182] is a spe-
cial case that have analytical solutions to Eqn. 19. The tri-
axial Sta¨ckel potentials [90] are the most general separable
potentials, allowing exact evaluations of actions using a sin-
gle quadrature. For all the other potentials, actions have to be
evaluated numerically.
Due to the difficulties in computing actions, these quan-
tities were not very commonly used in stellar dynamics to
constrain the MW potential model in the past. In spite of
the difficulties, the usage of actions is still very appealing,
mainly because of two reasons. On one hand, they are adi-
abatically invariant, meaning that they are conserved quanti-
ties in a slowly varying potential. On the other hand, when
combined with canonically conjugate angles, they can form a
complete system of canonical coordinates.
The actions and their canonically conjugate angles have
very useful properties. For example, finite triple of (Jr, Jφ, Jz)
with Jr > 0 and Jz > 0 defines a bound orbit. Along any
orbit, the canonically conjugate angle, θi, increases linearly
with time at a fixed rate of Ωi(J), i.e., θi(t) = θi(0) + Ωi(J)t.
The phase-space volume can be expressed as (2pi)3d3J, and
the phase-space coordinates, x, are periodic functions of θ in
the manner of x(θ + 2pik, J) = x(θ, J).
More recently, a series of methods have been proposed for
fast evaluations of actions in different potentials. The meth-
ods include the cylindrical adiabatic approximations [24] and
refinements [26, 341], the sta¨ckel fudge [25, 330], and the lo-
cal sta¨ckel fitting [326]. More details about these and other
methods are available in a review paper of [333]. Soft-
wares which can be used to calculate and test actions, to
compute phase-space positions and velocities given actions
and to infer the underlying potential given observed posi-
tions and velocities of tracers have been released as well [e.g.
27, 42, 332, 376, 382].
While evaluating actions is becoming more feasible, ac-
curate and efficient, certain functional forms have to be pro-
posed for the distribution of actions, in order to enable further
applications to studies of Galactic disks and stellar halos. In
2010, Binney [24] discussed analytical distribution functions
for the Galactic disk, and the slightly refined form discussed
in a follow-up paper by Binney ad McMillan [26] is
f (Jr, Lz, Jz) = fσr (Jr, Lz) ×
νz
2piσ2z
e−νz Jz/σ
2
z . (20)
fσr (Jr, Lz) models the motion parallel to the disk
fσr (Jr, Lz) =
ΩΣ
piσ2rκ
|Rc [1 + tanh(Lz/Lo)]e−κJr/σ
2
r . (21)
Ω(Lz), which depends on Lz, is the circular frequency for
the angular momentum Lz. κ(Lz), which also depends on Lz,
is the radial epicycle frequency, and ν(Lz) is its vertical coun-
terpart. Σ(Lz), which can be parametrized as Σ0e−(R−Rc)/Rd , is
the radial surface density profile of the disk, with Rc(Lz) the
radius of the circular orbit with angular momentum Lz. Rd
is the scale length of the disk at the solar radius. The factor
tanh(Lz/L0) is a chosen odd function for rotation, where L0 is
a constant that determines the steepness of the rotation curve
in the central region of solid-body rotation. On large radius
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where r × vc is much larger than L0, 1 + tanh(Lz/L0) sim-
ply eliminates the contribution from counter-rotating stars.
σz(Lz) and σr(Lz) are the vertical and radial velocity disper-
sions, which can be parametrized as
σr(Lz) = σr0eq(R0−Rc)/Rd (22)
and
σz(Lz) = σz0eq(R0−Rc)/Rd . (23)
This was obtained by assuming that the velocity disper-
sions decline exponentially in radius with a scale length
roughly twice that of the surface density, so q ∼ 0.5. Bin-
ney [24] also discussed the integrated distribution function
for stars with different ages in the thin disk, while for the thick
disk, a single population can be assumed. The distribution
function of the Galactic disk had been extended to have an
analytical dependence on the metallicity of stars [331]. More-
over, perturbed distribution functions by spiral arms were dis-
cussed by other studies as well [266, 375].
The above distribution function was applied to 16,269 G-
type dwarf stars from SEGUE by Bovy and Rix in 2013 [49]
to successfully infer quantities such as the mass of the disk,
the total local surface density and the shape of the radial pro-
file of dark matter halo within 12 kpc from the Galactic cen-
ter. Using ∼200,000 giant stars from the RAVE survey, Piffl
et al. in 2014 [311] constrained the vertical density profile
within ∼1.5 kpc to the Galactic plane. The analytical distri-
bution function was also used to fit the kinematics of RAVE
stars and predict the vertical profile, which showed very good
agreement with the observed profiles. Their results suggest
that the chosen functional form of the distribution function is
capable of approximating the truth.
To constrain the mass distribution of our MW out to large
distances, analytical distribution functions in terms of actions
for the stellar halo with double power-law tracer density pro-
file are required. Both Posti et al. in 2015 [315] and Williams
and Evans in 2015 [403] had discussed the action distribution
function for double power-law tracer density profiles. The
discussions were based on choosing a certain functional form
for the action distribution, which can be reduced to the ex-
pected behavior of the distribution at the small and large scale
regimes. In the following, we briefly introduce how the func-
tion is chosen based on the deductions made by [315].
A family of models for double power law density profiles
is
ρ∗(r) =
ρ0
(r/rb)α(1 + r/rb)β−α
, (24)
where α and β are the two power-law indexes, and rb is the
breaking radius [28].
When r  rb, the enclosed mass is M(r) ∝ r3−α. Hence
dΦ
dr ∝ r1−α or ∆Φ(r) ∝ r2−α. On the other hand, it can be
proved that for a power-law potential Φ(r) ∝ ra (a = 2 − α),
once the position is scaled by a factor of x′ = ξx, the energy
and action are scaled in ways of E′ = ξaE and J′ = ξ1+a/2J
respectively. Hence one can figure out that the Hamiltonian
should be of the form H(J) = [h(J)]a/(1+a/2), where h(J) is
some homogeneous function of h(ξJ) = ξh(J). Referring to
the Poisson equation, one can have ρ∗ ∝ |Φ|1−2/a for a power-
law potential. From the Eddington formula (Eqn. 14), it is
not difficult to derive that f (E) ∝ E−(4+a)/2a. Considering
H(J) = [h(J)]a/(1+a/2) and set back a = 2 − α, one can have
the behavior of the double power-law distribution function on
very small scales as f (J) = [h(J)]−(6−α)/(4−α).
When r approaches to infinity, the potential is Keplerian,
i.e., Φ(r) ∝ r−1 and ρ∗ ∝ |Φ|β. The Hamiltonian takes the
form of H(J) = [g(J)]−2 (see [28] for more details), where
g(J) is some homogeneous function. Referring to the Edding-
ton’s formula (Eqn. 14) with ρ∗ ∝ |Φ|β, one can have f (E) ∝
Eβ−3/2. Substituting H(J) = [g(J)]−2 into f (E) ∝ Eβ−3/2,
the behavior of the double-power law distribution function at
infinity is f (J) = [g(J)]−2β+3.
[315] proposed the functional form to connect the two lim-
iting behaviors above as
f (J) =
M0
J30
[1 + J0/h(J)](6−α)/(4−α)
[1 + g[J]/J0]2β−3
. (25)
Details about the choices of homogeneous functions of
h(J) and g(J) can be found in [404], [315] and [403]. Das and
Binney in 2016 [87] have extended such distribution function
to include metallicity dependence. Moreover, Binney and
Wong in 2017 [29] have adopted the above disk+halo dis-
tribution functions in action space to model globular clusters
in our MW.
Using the action distribution function based on double
power-law density profiles developed by [403] and adopting
a much simpler power-law potential, Williams and Evans in
2015 [402] constrained the enclosed mass within 50 kpc of
our MW to be ∼ 4.5 × 1011M, based on about 4,000 BHB
stars from SDSS. Velocity anisotropy was constrained to be
β ∼ 0.4 at ∼15 kpc and β ∼ 0.7 at ∼60 kpc.
Following the approach of Binney and Wong in 2017 [29]
and using the distribution functions for Galactic disk and the
outer stellar halo described above, Posti et al. in 2019 [316]
constrained the mass of our MW through the recently esti-
mated proper motions of 75 globular clusters from Gaia DR2
and 16 other globular clusters from HST [363]. 52 globular
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clusters without proper motions from [174] were also used in
their analysis. In addition to the adopted mass-concentration
relation to fix the concentration parameter, Posti et al. [316]
also fixed the parameters for the Galactic disk and bulge to
observational constraints made by Piffl et al. in 2014 [311].
Part of the parameters in their modeling of radial and ver-
tical velocity dispersions were fixed as well. The double
power-law distribution function of the halo was simplified
by fixing it to have a constant density core in phase space,
and the halo was allowed to be prolated. Their results are
consistent with a constant and slight radially biased halo of
β ∼ 0.20 ± 0.07. The masses for the Galaxy and dark mat-
ter within 20 kpc were constrained to be 1.91+0.17−0.15 × 1011M
and 1.37+0.12−0.11 × 1011M, respectively. The virial mass was
extrapolated to be M200 = 1.1 ± 0.3 × 1012M.
Based on the kinematics of member stars from Gaia DR2,
Vasiliev in 2019 [383] derived proper motions for 150 glob-
ular clusters in our MW. Similar to the previous studies of
Binney and Wong in 2017 [29] and Posti et al. in 2019 [316],
Vasiliev [383] adopted the action distribution function to con-
strain the mass distribution, and found a spherical halo is pre-
ferred, with the mass enclosed inside 50 kpc and 100 kpc be-
ing 5.4+1.1−0.8 × 1011M and 8.5+3.3−2.0 × 1011M, respectively. The
virial mass was extrapolated as M200 = 1.0+1.5−0.5 × 1012M. In
the end, we note that both [316] and [383] have modeled mea-
surement uncertainties, and have approximated the selection
function of globular clusters to be complete.
Very recently, Callingham et al. in 2020 [71] investigated
how the contraction of dark matter halos caused by the ac-
cumulation of baryons in the central regions can affect the
action distributions. They have developed an iterative algo-
rithm to contract dark matter halos, and have used this algo-
rithm to predict the density and velocity distribution of the
MW’s contracted dark matter halo.
5.3 Template-based distribution functions
So far we have introduced the method of fitting a given model
distribution function to the observed positions and velocities
of dynamical tracers such as halo stars, satellite galaxies and
globular clusters. However, this approach strongly depends
on whether the adopted functional form of the model distri-
bution is realistic or not [392]. In this subsection, we fur-
ther introduce distribution functions that are generalized from
simulation templates. Because the templates as well as their
universality are extracted empirically from simulations, these
methods fall in between dynamics based distribution function
method and satellite phenomenology that we will introduce in
section 8.
The phase-space distribution of tracers can be easily ex-
tracted from simulations. However, to make these dis-
tribution functions useful for dynamical inference, proper
parametrization of these distribution functions are needed. It
is well-known that the halo density profile can be well de-
scribed by the universal NFW function parametrized by a
scale density, ρs, and a scale radius, rs, or equivalently a
mass and a concentration parameter. Given this universal-
ity, it is natural to expect that the full phase-space distribu-
tion may also be universal, once the phase-space coordinates
are scaled by appropriate combinations of NFW parameters.
That is [236]
f (r,v) =
Ntot
r3s v3s
f˜ (r˜, v˜), (26)
where the probability density in (r˜, v˜) space, f˜ (r˜, v˜) ≡
d6P/d3 x˜d3v˜, is approximately the same for any halo. Here
we have defined r˜ = r/rs and v˜ = v/vs, with vs =
√
Gρsr2s .
f˜ (x˜, v˜) can be extracted numerically as a template distribu-
tion function. Once this is done, the full distribution function
is known for any halo parameters, and can be fit against data
to obtain best-fit halo parameters. Note the universality of
this distribution function over a wide range of halo param-
eters remain to be explicitly tested. However, it is believed
that the universality should at least hold locally over a small
range of halo parameters.
In 2008, Wojtak et al. [407] first studied such a rescaled
distribution function of dark matter particles in simulated
cluster halos. Instead of working in (r,v) space, they study
the distribution function as a function of the rescaled energy,
E˜ = E/v2s , and rescaled angular momentum, L˜ = L/rsvs, be-
cause Jeans theorem implies the distribution function can be
expressed as functions of these integrals of motion.
In 2017, Li et al. [234] first exploited the idea of using
a template distribution function for satellite galaxies to in-
fer the MW halo mass. In this pioneering work, the tem-
plate is also built in energy and angular momentum space.
However, instead of using a full distribution function, they
built their template as well as the likelihood function using
the distribution of energy and angular momentum parame-
ters, p(E, L) = d2P/dEdL. As E and L are not direct observ-
ables, the likelihood function in (E, L) space leads to a biased
halo mass estimator. In addition, their distribution function
is parametrized with a single halo mass parameter instead of
two NFW parameters, so that the halo concentration cannot
be constrained. A halo-to-halo scatter is also found beside
the overall bias mentioned before, which is attributed to the
variation in the distribution function due to different halo for-
mation histories.
Callingham et al. in 2019 [72] adapted the Li et al. [234]
method and applied it to classical satellites in our MW. MW-
like galaxies selected from the cosmological hydrodynamical
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Eagle simulation [83, 338] are used to build a template dis-
tribution function and to calibrate the estimator bias. An in-
dependent set of halos from the auriga simulations are used
to further test the method and the bias calibration. Applied to
the observed classical satellites, the virial mass of our MW
was found to be M200 = 1.17+0.21−0.15 × 1012M. Combined
with independent measurements from other studies, which
provided the enclosed mass within a smaller radius, the halo
concentration was estimated as c200 = 10.9+2.6−2.0.
Very recently, Li et al. in 2019 [236] improved their
method published in 2017 [234]. Starting from a distribution
of orbital parameters, the complete probability distribution
function in (r, E, L) space can be derived as
p(r, E, L) = p(r|E, L)p(E, L). (27)
The second part of this distribution can be obtained
from the template distribution function, p(E, L) =
p(E˜, L˜)dE˜dL˜/dEdL. For a steady-state distribution function,
the distribution along each orbit, p(r|E, L) = dP(r|E, L)/dr
is given by Equation (29) (see section 5.4). The distribution
function in (r,v) space is related to p(r, E, L) by a coordinate
transformation,
p(r,v) =
|vr |
8pi2L
p(r, E, L), (28)
where p(r,v) = f (r,v)/Ntot is the normalized (or probabil-
ity) distribution function.
Once the model distribution function given by Equa-
tion (28) is obtained, a likelihood estimator can be con-
structed given the observed (r,v) of each tracer. This is a
proper likelihood to use compared to those used in [234] and
[72], and thus free from the systematic bias due to improper
likelihood function. In a follow-up paper, Li et al. [235]
applied this new estimator to a sample of 28 satellite galax-
ies between 40 and 300 kpc, with proper motions taken from
Gaia DR2. Using a template distribution extracted from the
Eagle simulation, the Milky Way halo mass was best con-
strained to be M200 = 1.23+0.21−0.18 × 1012M, and the concen-
tration was constrained as c200 = 9.4+2.8−2.1. Combined with
the rotation curve measured by halo stars, tighter constraints
were given as M200 = 1.26+0.17−0.15×1012M and c200 = 10.4+2.3−1.9.
Using multiple tracer populations is thus very helpful to bet-
ter infer the halo concentration. Dependencies on the adopted
templates are also discussed in [235].
5.4 Free-form distribution functions
In this subsection, we briefly introduce a set of methods
with more general assumptions about the distributions. These
methods generally do not assume a fixed functional form of
the distribution function, but rather allow for a very flexible
distribution function to be constrained by the data itself.
The starting point of these methods is the steady-state as-
sumption. If a system is in a steady-state, then phase-space
continuity (i.e., the collisionless Boltzmann equation) implies
that the distribution of particles along each orbit is deter-
mined by the travel time distribution on the orbit [171], i.e.,
dP(x|orbit) ∝ dt(x). (29)
Han et al. in 2016 [171] also explicitly showed that the above
equation is equivalent to the Jeans theorem. With this condi-
tional distribution along each orbit, the construction of a full
distribution function still needs to specify the distribution of
orbits, which can be constrained by the data itself while fit-
ting for the underlying potential.
The most classical method of this family is perhaps the
Schwarzschild method [342, 429], which works by param-
eterizing the distribution of orbits with histograms in orbit
space. The number of orbits at each grid point in the or-
bital parameter space (or the orbit library), is left as a free
parameter. For each orbit, the distribution along the orbit can
be computed by Equation (29) once a potential model is as-
sumed. These combined then predict the phase-space distri-
bution, which can be compared against the observed distri-
butions to solve for the distribution of orbits as well as the
best-fit potential. As this method numerically builds a distri-
bution function that is binned in orbit space, it can work for
any potential and for incomplete phase-space data. On the
other hand, as the number of parameters (including the grid-
ded orbit counts) is large and the orbits need to be integrated
numerically, this method is usually computationally expen-
sive.
In order to build smoothly varying histograms of orbits,
Bovy et al. (2010) [48] proposed to model the histogram with
a Gaussian process with some hyper parameters that are fur-
ther marginalized during the inference. They applied their
method to infer the potential of the Solar system using plan-
ets as tracers. Magorrian in 2014 [250] proposed to model
the distribution of orbits with an arbitrary number of Gaus-
sians in action space, and then marginalizing over the pro-
posed prior distribution of the parameters of the Gaussians.
Because some assumptions on the form of the distribution
and on the priors are still needed, these methods are still not
fully assumption free. They exist as a trade-off among model
flexibility, model smoothness and computational efficiency.
In fact, if the full phase-space coordinates of particles are
available, the distribution of orbits can be specified by the
data itself instead of being proposed with a library. This is be-
cause once a model potential is assumed, the observed phase-
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space coordinates of each particle then fully specify its orbital
parameters. This is essentially the key difference between
the orbital Probability Density Function (oPDF) method pro-
posed in Han et al. in 2016 [171] and the Schwarzschild
method. The use of the data-inferred distribution of orbits
in place of a gridded library significantly simplifies the infer-
ence of the potential, at the cost of losing the flexibility to
handle missing dimensions in the data. This method has been
used to study the dynamical state of simulated MW halos
in [172, 173, 390]. Their analyses have revealed a stochas-
tic scatter in the best-fit mass and concentration parameters,
which can be as large as a factor of 2 when halo stars are
used as tracers. These have been interpreted as being caused
by phase-correlations in the tracer particles, which violate the
steady-state assumption of the model. We give more discus-
sions on such biases in section 10.2. Note that this stochas-
tic bias undermines the precision of any steady-state method.
As [391] explicitly demonstrated, the SJE, which is a com-
pletely different steady-state method, exhibits a very similar
bias when tested on the same set of simulated halos. While
the stochastic bias using stars is large, the bias using dark
matter particles is much smaller, σM ∼ 20%. It is also shown
that satellite galaxies have a dynamical state close to dark
matter particles, and are thus expected to be better dynamical
tracers than halo stars [173].
When the spatial coordinate of particles are specified by
the action angles, Equation (29) translates to a uniform dis-
tribution in angle, as the angles evolve uniformly in time. For
each assumed potential, one can convert the spatial coordi-
nates of each particle to action angles. The true potential can
be found as one that reproduces a uniform angle distribution.
In practice, this is achieved by minimizing some distances
between the converted and the expected distributions. Be-
loborodov and Levin in 2004 [13] first proposed two such
minimum distance estimators. However, as shown in [171],
these estimators are usually less efficient than likelihood esti-
mators such as the oPDF and suffer from strong degeneracies
between the halo mass and concentration parameters.
In the end, we note that none of the above methods in this
sub-section have been applied to real data of the MW.
6 Modeling the stripping and evolution of tidal
debries: stellar streams
As mentioned in Sec. 1, stellar streams are formed by stripped
stars from satellite galaxies or from globular clusters through
tidal forces. These tidally formed stellar streams (tidal
streams or debries) contain a wealth of information on struc-
ture formation, galaxy evolution, dynamics of progenitor
satellites and the underlying potential.
Early studies of tidal debris in our MW and nearby galax-
ies used photometric plates [e.g. 166, 228, 229, 230]. How-
ever, tidal streams in the MW can extend tens of degrees
over the sky, and thus surveys covering large areas are crucial
for detecting them. Nowadays, deep and large sky surveys
have enabled detections of tidal streams in both our MW and
nearby galaxies. For example, the Sloan Digital Sky Survey
[415, SDSS] has enabled a numerous number of detections
of tidal streams in our MW, which are either associated with
known globular clusters, satellite galaxies or without obvious
associations [e.g. 7, 15, 16, 33, 160, 161, 162, 163, 164, 165,
167, 285, 286].
More and more imaging surveys have added to the growing
list of detected tidal structures in our MW, including the study
of Koposov et al. in 2014 [216] using the VST ATLAS survey
[347], the findings by Martin et al. in 2014 [255] based on the
Pan-Andromeda Archaelogical Survey [260, PAndAS], Grill-
mair et al. in 2013 [163] using data from the 2MASS Point
Source Catalog [355] and the Wide Field Infrared Survey Ex-
plorer (WISE) All-Sky Release [408], Bernard et al. in 2014
[20] based on the Pan-STARRS1 [PS1; 201] 3pi survey, Shipp
et al. in 2018 [350] with the Dark Energy Survey [DES; 321],
and some other studies [e.g. 274, 367]. Streams and tidal fea-
tures are also commonly detected in nearby galaxies thanks
to deep photometry [e.g. 196, 256, 371].
Almost all of the above detections were made from pho-
tometric data, and only few combined radial velocities from
spectrocopic data and proper motions. With available veloc-
ity information, in fact some tidal streams were either solely
or partly detected in velocity space [75, 180, 207, 271, 281,
344, 362, 405]. There were also efforts of looking for debris
and substructures in action space [e.g. 272, 273] or through
machine learning approaches [e.g. 418, 419].
With on-going and up-coming spectroscopic surveys (see
those mentioned in the introduction), increased proper mo-
tion data from Gaia, and even deeper imaging surveys in
the future such as the Large Synoptic Survey Telescope
[LSST; 192], we expect growing observations of tidal de-
bris and increasing kinematical data of resolved stars with
3-dimensional velocities associated to tidal streams. Because
tidal streams can extend over large distances, their dynamics
are sensitive to both the depth and shape of the Galactic grav-
itational potential [e.g. 45, 178, 195, 246, 257], and it was
proposed that dark matter substructures can induce localized
fluctuations and gaps along such long streams, which can be
used to detect dark matter subhalos and dark streams [e.g.
35, 43, 46, 74, 119, 334, 414]. Despite the richness of data
and the valuable dynamical information, most of the stud-
ies on tidal streams were theoretical [e.g. 43, 128, 129, 381],
or qualitative and empirical [17, 132, 246], or based on nu-
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merical simulations without contaminations and errors [e.g.
34, 36, 98, 225, 268, 317, 335].
A number of methods have been developed to model
observed tidal streams. These include orbit fitting [e.g.
217, 280, 384] to the tidal stream and the remnant of the
progenitor, if the progenitor still survives and the association
can be identified, N-body simulations [105, 226, 227], ap-
proaches of particle releasing/spraying [34, 148, 222, 223],
semi-analytic approaches [104, 105] and action angle distri-
bution of tidal debries [e.g. 41, 180, 327, 329]. Relatively
fewer studies had specifically constrained the mass of our
MW, among which only two measurements are selected into
Fig. 1 that provided virial mass estimates with statistical er-
rors.
Early in 1995, Lin et al. [238] made orbit modeling of the
observed distances and motions of the Magellanic clouds and
segments along the Magellanic stream9), and through their
modeling the mass within 100 kpc of our MW was estimated
to be 5.5 ± 1.0 × 1011M.
Koposov et al. in 2010 [217] made orbit fitting to the 6-
dimensional phase-space map of the thin but extended (60 de-
grees) GD-1 stream, and placed strong constraints on the lo-
cal circular velocity (221±18 km/s) at the solar orbital radius.
More recently, with new data from Gaia, SEGUE and LAM-
OST for the GD-1 stream, Malhan and Ibata in 2019 [251]
constrained the local circular velocity to be 244±4 km/s, and
the mass within 20 kpc to the Galactic center was estimated
as 2.5 ± 0.2 × 1011M.
Through orbit fitting to BHB stars in the so-called “Or-
phan stream” discovered by Grillmair [160] and Belokurov
et al. [17] in 2006, which spans about 60 degree over the sky,
the total mass within 60 kpc of our MW was estimated to be
∼2.7×1011M by Newberg et al. in 2010 [280]. The mass out
to 240 kpc was extrapolated to be ∼ 6.9×1011M assuming a
log potential. More recently, Hendel et al. in 2018 [181] con-
ducted orbit fitting to RR Lyrae stars in the Orphan stream,
and an upper limit on the MW mass enclosed within 60 kpc
was constrained to be 5.6+1.2−1.1 × 1011M.
It is often assumed that the orbit of the progenitor is traced
by the stream and the motions of stripped stars are all aligned
with the stream track. The assumptions might not be strictly
valid [e.g. 129, 215]. In addition, it was pointed out by Lux
et al. [247] and by Sanders and Binney [328] in 2013 that a
single orbit fitting to the observed dynamics of a tidal stream
may lead to significant biases. Thus, realistic modelings of
not only the orbit of the progenitor, but how stars along the
stream are stripped and evolved are necessary.
N-body simulations are powerful tools to model and un-
derstand the formation histories of tidal streams and their
progenitors. Comparing M giant stars along the Sagittarius
stream and with N-body simulations and test particle orbits,
Law et al. in 2005 [226] constrained the total mass within
50 kpc of our MW to be in the range of ∼3.8 to 5.6×1011M.
However, with N-body simulations, it is very expensive to
properly explore the parameter space and obtain a best-fit
model potential with a robust confidence region. As a result,
the number of studies relying on N-body simulations to ex-
plore the parameter space is very limited at the current stage.
Gibbons et al. in 2014 [148], Bowden et al. in 2015
[52] and Ku¨pper et al. in 2015 [222] subsequently pro-
posed less expensive approaches of generating tidal streams,
which involves steadily releasing particles through the two
Lagrangian points of the progenitor and evolving the released
particles within given potential models. The approach is less
expensive compared with standard N-body simulations. The
one proposed by Ku¨pper et al. in 2015 [222] was called the
streakline. The initial velocities of particles can be modeled
through the velocity of the progenitor, modulated to match
the instantaneous angular velocity of the object center with
respect to the galactic center, plus some scatters [34, 223].
Particles released from the two Lagrangian points formed the
leading and trailing arms of the stream. In particular, Ku¨pper
et al. [222] chose to ignore the scatter and fit the coldest
model stream to observed density peaks along the Palomar 5
stream, with its trailing stream extending 23.2 degrees and
leading arm cut off by the survey edge. The virial mass
was found to be M200 = 1.69 ± 0.42 × 1012M. Within the
apocenter of Palomar 5 (∼19 kpc), the enclosed mass of the
Galaxy (disk+bulge) was estimated to be 2.14+0.38−0.35 ×1011M.
The circular velocity at the solar radius was constrained as
253 ± 16 km/s.
The method proposed by Gibbons et al. in 2014 [148] also
relied on releasing particles through the Lagrangian points
and they applied their method to constrain the mass of our
MW as well. They in addition considered the progenitor’s
gravity, which was shown to be very crucial in order to
bring consistency with direct N-body simulations. Applying
the method to the famous Sagittarius stream, the total mass
within 100 kpc was constrained to be 4.1±0.7×1011M. The
mass was extrapolated to 200 kpc as 0.56±0.12×1012M, i.e.,
a “light” MW.
Recently, it was reported that the stellar motions in the
Orphan stream are misaligned with the stream track[215].
Based on the Gibbons et al. 2014 method, Erkal et al. in
2019 [120] found the motion-track misalignment can be well
explained by the LMC perturbation to the MW potential.
9) Later studies based on proper motions of Magellanic Clouds have reported that the stream might be formed through local interactions between large and
small Magellanic Clouds. See Sec. 8.1 for details.
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Jointly fitting an LMC mass and a MW potential, the MW
mass within 50 kpc was estimated to be 3.8+0.14−0.11 × 1011M.
Dierickx et al. in 2017 [104] considered tidal stripping
and dynamical friction in their modeling of the progenitor,
following a semi-analytical approach. Their approach was
based on orbit fitting to the satellite remnant and the Sagittar-
ius stream, but instead of integrating the current position and
velocity of the progenitor back in time, Dierickx et al. [104]
modeled the progenitor forward in time and tried a series of
initial velocities and orbit angles for different masses of the
MW and progenitor masses of the stream. It was found that
massive MW halos had difficulties to reproduce the velocity
and distance of the progenitor simultaneously, resulting in an
upper limit to the virial mass of our MW as 1012M.
7 The timing argument and local Hubble flow:
the motion of MW and M31
In this section we will introduce how to constrain the mass
of our MW and the Local Group by modeling the relative
motion of MW and M31, and the motion of distant satellite
galaxies in our Local Group. Measurements in this section
fall in the category of “timing & LG dyn.” in Fig. 1.
7.1 Timing argument
M31 is the massive companion of our MW Galaxy. Currently
MW and M31 are approaching each other. Our Universe is
expanding, but gravitational forces can reverse the expansion
locally. In our Local Group (hereafter LG), MW and M31 are
the two dominating galaxies, and their distances to the near-
est external bright galaxy are much larger than the separation
between themselves. The fact that they are approaching each
other can thus be used as constraints of the mass associated
with them.
Early in 1995, Kahn and Woltjer [200] pointed out that
galaxies were at zero separation at the Big Bang, and thus
they must have passed through apocenters at least once in or-
der to be approaching each other today. This requires that
the apocentric distance of the orbit must be larger than the
current separation between them, and half of the ortibal pe-
riod should be smaller than the age of the Universe. These
requirements help to provide a lower limit on the total mass
of our MW and M31.
There are evidences that the tangential velocity of M31
with respect to our MW is negligible. Ignoring the tangen-
tial velocity and cosmic expansion and further assuming point
mass, the equation of energy conservation along the orbit can
be written as
1
2
(
dr
dt
)2 − GM
r
= −1
2
GM
a
, (30)
where M is the total mass of MW and M31, r is the separa-
tion, drdt is the relative velocity, a = GM/(−2E) and 2a is the
maximum value of r on the orbit, E is the orbital energy.
The solution to the separation and velocity can be obtained
by introducing an angle-like quantity of η, which is referred
as the eccentric anomaly
(i) : r = a(1 − cos 2η),
(ii) : drdt =
√
GM
a
sin 2η
1−cos 2η .
(31)
η is related to time, t, through the following equation and
can be solved numerically
η − sin 2η = (GM
a3
)1/22t. (32)
Equation 31 can be used to constrain the total mass, M, for
our LG. Given the observed separation and velocities of MW
and M31, plus the age of our Universe, the solution to the
above equations with a single apocentric passage gives the
lowest limit of the total mass. Such a lower limit of the LG
mass was measured to be 5×1012M by Kahn and Woltjer in
1995 [200].
More recently, using proper motion data from the multi-
epoch HST/ACS photometry, van der Marel et al. in 2012
[380] concluded that the tangential component of the M31
velocity with respect to MW is statistically consistent with
being negligible, and the M31 orbit towards MW is radial.
They revised the LG timing mass to be 4.93±1.63×1012M.
Similar approaches can be adopted to constrain our MW
mass, by considering the system formed by our MW and dis-
tant dwarf satellite galaxies. The estimated total mass mainly
reflects the mass of our MW, as satellites are sub-dominant.
Based on the MW-Leo I system and assuming radial orbits,
Zaritsky et al. in 1989 [422] derived a lower mass limit of
1.3 × 1012M for our MW. More recently, Li and White in
2008 [233] calibrated the MW timing mass, using halo pairs
in analogy to MW and Leo I in the cosmological Millennium
simulation [366]. Basically, the timing approach were ap-
plied to halo pairs in the simulation, and the timing mass can
be compared with the true virial mass in the simulation to
quantify the bias. The virial mass of our MW was calibrated
to be M200 = 2.43 × 1012M with a 95% lower confidence
limit of 0.8 × 1012M, which was at the massive end com-
pared with other contemporary measurements.
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Applying the timing approach to the MW-Leo I system re-
quired the boundedness of Leo I. Besides, none-zero tangen-
tial velocity of Leo I would increase the timing mass. Using
two epochs of HSC WCS/WFC observations spanning a five-
year time baseline, Sohn et al. in 2013 [361] measured the
proper motion of Leo I. The tangential velocity with respect
to the Galactic center was estimated to be∼ 101.0±34.4 km/s,
which is inconsistent with radial orbits. With the observed
radial and tangential velocities of Leo I, [361] concluded the
boundedness of Leo I to our MW. Solving the complete and
non-radial timing equation, the orbit of Leo I inferred a virial
mass of our MW as M200 = 2.65+1.58−1.36M
10)
Instead of modeling a single object, Zaritsky et al. in 2019
[420] applied the timing argument to a sample of 32 stars
with Galactocentric distances larger than 60 kpc. The timing
mass was calibrated and compared with the suite of auriga
simulations to obtain a statistical estimate of our MW virial
mass in the range of 0.91× 1012M < M200 < 2.13× 1012M
(90% confidence).
Benisty et al. in 2019 considered different numbers of past
encounters between MW and M31 and tried different grav-
ity models [18] in their estimates of the LG mass under the
timing framework, though past encounters do not seem to be
supported by recent Gaia data [e.g. 143].
Very recently, Zhai et al. in 2020 [423] looked for MW-
31 like systems in numerical simulations, and they found
that higher tangential velocities correspond to higher total
mass and also affect the individual mass distribution of MW
and M31 analogs. The typical host halo mass of MW is
1.5+1.4−0.7×1012M for radial orbits between MW and M31, and
2.5+2.2−1.4 × 1012M for low-ellipticity orbits.
7.2 The local Hubble flow
The timing approach can also be applied to model the rela-
tive motion of nearby galaxies in the local volume towards
the LG. Assuming the companion galaxies are massless, it
can help to constrain the LG mass. Under the timing frame-
work, Pen˜arrubia et al. in 2014 [299] specifically modeled
the dynamics of galaxies in the local volume of an expanding
universe (Eqn. 33), using published distances and velocities
of nearby galaxies within 3 Mpc where the gravitational force
reverses the expansion
d2r
dt2
= −GM
r2
+ H20ΩΛr. (33)
M is the total mass of LG. r is defined with respect to the
LG barycenter.
Basically, given the LG barycenter (or mass ratio between
MW and M31) and the circular velocity at the solar radius,
which were treated as model parameters, the distance (r(t0))
and radial velocity (V(t0)) of an observed galaxy to the LG
barycenter at current epoch t0 can be calculated. Then af-
ter choosing a small initial radius of the galaxy, its initial
velocity can be solved through Eqn. 33, by requiring that
the integrated distance at time t0 agrees with the distance,
r(t0), calculated in the previous step. Note H0, ΩΛ and M
are model parameters in this step. In the end, the integrated
radial velocity of the galaxy at t0 can be compared with V(t0)
through the likelihood function, in order to find the set of
best-fit parameters for the circular velocity at the solar radius,
the LG barycenter, the LG mass, the cosmological constant
and the Hubble constant. [299] derived the LG mass to be
2.3±0.7×1012M and a mass ratio between MW and M31 as
0.54+0.23−0.17. Hence the virial mass of our MW was estimated as
0.8+0.4−0.3 × 1012M. In their analysis, both the LG quadrupole
and the time variance of the potential were considered and
discussed, which had negligible effects to the results.
In two follow-up papers, Pen˜arrubia et al. in 2016 [298]
and Pen˜arrubia and Fattahi in 2017, [297]), the effects of the
LMC and the fraction of mass outside the virial radius that
perturbs the local Hubble flow were taken into considera-
tions. The LMC can change the barycenter velocity of nearby
galaxies and lead to an updated virial mass of our MW as
1.04+0.26−0.23×1012M. Moreover, using a set of hydrodynamical
simulations of MW-like halos and galaxies from the APOS-
TLE project [A Project of Simulations of The Local Environ-
ment; 131, 337], it was found that a relatively large fraction
of the mass perturbing the local Hubble flow and driving the
relative trajectory of the main galaxies is not contained within
the halo virial radius. Adopting the outer halo profiles in N-
body simulations to calibrate the virial mass, it was reported
that the mass given by [298] should be divided by a factor of
1.2, to give the actual mass within the virial radius, which led
to the constraint of M200 =∼ 0.87 × 1012M.
7.3 Momentum of MW and M31
If the LG is sufficiently isolated from nearby galaxy groups
and matter distributions, plus the assumption that the LG
mass is dominated by MW and M31, the total momentum
of MW and M31 should be close to zero in the rest frame of
the LG. If the velocity vector of MW and M31 with respect to
the LG barycenter can be measured, the mass ratio between
10) We have converted the original virial mass provided in the paper to M200 by dividing a factor of 1.19, which is the value provided in their paper, based
on the NFW halo profile with concentration of 9.5. Not only observational errors, but also the cosmic scatter are included in the errors. [361] calculated the
cosmic scatter based on a similar catalog used by the earlier study of Li and White [233]. Note the virial mass was calibrated by [361] against subhalos in
numerical simulations having similar tangential velocities to Leo I as well.
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MW and M31 can then be further constrained [103]. Com-
pared with the timing argument, the orbit does not have to
be assumed as radial Keplerian orbits. The velocity of MW
and M31 with respect to the barycenter of the LG can be de-
composed into two components, the Heliocentric velocity of
MW (or M31) and the solar motion with respect to the LG
barycenter.
The solar motion, as have been described in Sec. 3, is
a combination of the velocity of the LSR and solar pecu-
liar velocity with respect to the LSR, and can be measured
through the apparent motion of Sgr A* or through modeling
the distances and velocities of maser sources. The Heliocen-
tric motion of MW is simply the solar motion added with a
negative sign. The Heliocentric velocity of M31 has be mea-
sured through spectroscopic observations for the line-of-sight
component [259], and its proper motion has been measured
through high-precision astrometry of HST [360].
The solar motion with respect to the LG barycenter can be
constrained through observations of distant satellite galaxies
with a Bayesian approach. Basically, the radial velocities of
distant satellites are the observed Heliocentric velocities plus
the solar motion with respect to the LG barycenter. These
radial velocities can be assumed to follow a Gaussian distri-
bution such that galaxies within the LG move randomly with
uncorrelated motions. This can be used to construct the like-
lihood and constrain the solar motion with respect to the LG
barycenter.
Based on the ideas above, Diaz et al. in 2014 [103] es-
timated the mass ratio between M31 and MW as 100.36±0.29.
Combined with the virial theorem, the total mass of LG was
estimated as 2.5 ± 0.4 × 1012M, and hence the mass of MW
was constrained as 0.8 ± 0.5 × 1012M.
8 Satellite phenomenology: matching ob-
served satellites to simulations
The population of satellite galaxies in our MW offer various
approaches to measure the virial mass of our MW. We have
already introduced the example of measuring the MW tim-
ing mass based on the MW-Leo I pair (see Sec. 7 for details)
with calibrations against numerical simulations. MW satellite
galaxies have also been used as dynamical tracers together
with globular clusters and halo stars in the SJE modeling and
distribution functions (see Sec. 4 and Sec. 5), though whether
satellites are in dynamical equilibrium awaits further checks.
In this section, we introduce the efforts which constrain the
virial mass of our MW by comparing observed bright dwarf
spheroidal satellite galaxies in our MW and subhalos in nu-
merical simulations. Some of the studies attempted to se-
lect subhalos in simulations that are analogous to observed
MW satellites, and sample the simulated systems under the
Bayesian framework to obtain the most likely virial mass for
our MW [53, 156, 291, 292]. Some studies simply looked
at the fraction of MW satellite-like systems as a function of
the virial mass of the host halo in simulations [9, 79]. There
are also attempts which relied on empirical relations derived
from simulations that link observed satellite properties to the
virial mass of the host halo [325]. The group of measure-
ments introduced in this section fall in the category of “Satel-
lite Phenomen” in Fig. 1.
Such comparisons and calibrations stem on the fact that
satellite galaxies can be directly linked to subhalos in N-body
or hydrodynamical simulations. This is an advantage com-
pared with stars and globular clusters, as modern hydrody-
namical simulations do not have enough power to resolve in-
dividual stars, whereas particle painting/tagging approaches
have to rely on semi-analytical modeling of stellar evolution
and phase-space sampling [e.g. 243].
To properly link observed satellites to simulated subha-
los, available proper motions are crucial. With high preci-
sion astrometric instruments and imaging data taken at dif-
ferent epochs, accurate proper motions for about ten classical
MW satellite galaxies and the Magellanic Clouds had already
been measured [e.g. 106, 107, 108, 203, 204, 303, 304, 305,
306, 307, 308, 309, 310, 361]. The classical satellites are
bright spheroidal dwarfs, including Leo I and the Sagittarius
dwarf introduced in Sec. 2, Sec. 6 and Sec. 7. These satellites
have already been used as dynamical tracers in many previ-
ous studies based on the SJE, distribution functions or tidal
streams. Recently, the proper motions of 9 classical dwarf
spheroids, the ultra faint satellite galaxy, Bootes I, and the
Magellanic Clouds in our MW were either refined or further
measured based on Gaia DR2 [e.g. 142].
8.1 Magellanic Clouds
Among the satellite galaxies of our MW, the Large and Small
Magellanic Clouds (LMC and SMC) are of great interests.
They are very likely accreted by our MW as a group given
the similarity in their orbits [203], which is in good consis-
tency with simulation results [e.g. 109].
For galaxies with LMC stellar mass, the typical host halo
mass is ∼ 2 × 1011M before being accreted by a more mas-
sive host halo and becoming satellites. The host halo mass
of SMC is approximately a factor of 2 to 3 smaller. Interest-
ingly, LMC stellar mass galaxies with an SMC mass satellite
are very rare and are typically ∼50% more massive than LMC
sized objects, which suggest that the LMC have been as mas-
sive as ∼ 3×1011M at infall [78, 298, 348]. Hence the MW’s
two brightest satellites are massive objects which contribute
a considerable fraction of the total MW mass. Such massive
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satellites are rare in halos smaller than M200 ∼ 1012M in nu-
merical simulations, but are more common if the host halo is
more massive than M200 ∼ 2.0 × 1012M (see discussions in
Boylan-Kolchin et al. in 2010 [56]). The probability for such
massive satellites to be within MW-like host galaxies as pre-
dicted by numerical simulations [53, 70, 291, 348] is in very
good agreement with other extra-Galactic MW-like galaxies
in SDSS [240, 374].
Before the three-dimensional velocities of MCs were ac-
tually measured, it was conventionally believed that MCs
have accomplished multiple passages orbiting the MW [e.g.
146, 270]. The argument was motivated by the existence of
the long and coherent Magellanic stream, which is a young
stream of HI gas spanning 150◦ along the sky and was be-
lieved to be formed by tidal forces. However, with the mea-
sured proper motion, Kallivayalil et al. in 2006 [204] updated
the total velocity of the LMC to be ∼380 km/s, larger than the
commonly assumed velocity in old studies. In addition, it was
found that the observed three-dimensional velocities of the
LMC were not aligned with the Magellanic stream. Thus the
Magellanic stream might have formed through local interac-
tions between the LMC and SMC, rather than formed by the
MW’s tidal or ram-pressure stripping (see the paper by Besla
et al. in 2010 [22]). Follow-up papers based on the measured
high velocity of the massive LMC argued that the LMC was
very likely accreted late and on its first passage near the orbit
pericenter [21, 53, 69, 156, 293]. The time it spends close
to the orbit pericenter is short due to its high speed, which
might explain why LMC analogues in numerical simulations
matched in Galactocentric distances and velocities are rare.
Looking for subhalos which have similar masses and ve-
locities as that of the LMC in the cosmological MillenniumII
simulation [MRII; 57], Boylan-Kolchin et al. in 2011 [53]
claimed that the virial mass of our MW is unlikely smaller
than M200 ∼ 1.25 × 1012M. A similar conclusion was
reached by Patel et al. in 2017 [293] based on the high reso-
lution and dark matter only run of the cosmological Illustris
simulation [147, 278, 385, 386]. The orbital energies of LMC
analogues in the Illustris simulation favor a MW halo mass of
1.5 × 1012M.
Tighter constraints on the mass of our MW have been sub-
sequently made by Busha et al. in 2011 [69], Gonza´lez et al.
in 2013 [156] and Patel et al. in 2017 [291], by comparing
the observed positions, velocities and masses of MCs with
MC-analogues in numerical simulations under the Bayesian
framework. Based on dark matter halos in the cosmological
Bolshoi simulation [211], Busha et al. in 2011 [69] statis-
tically sampled subhalos in a large population of host dark
matter halos. The observed Galactocentric distances, total
velocities and the circular velocities of both the LMC and
SMC were used to construct the likelihood that a halo of a
given mass can host two satellites with these properties, and
the prior was represented by the sample of halos in the sim-
ulation. The posterior probability distribution function was
calculated through importance sampling. The virial mass of
our MW was constrained to be M200 = 1.0+0.7−0.4 × 1012M.
Gonza´lez et al. in 2013 [156] further investigated the ef-
fect of the LG environment on estimating the virial mass of
our MW. It was found that satellites in host halos of LG-
like environments tend to have slightly larger velocities, but
it does not significantly affect the likelihood. Gonza´lez et
al. [156] derived the virial mass of our MW to be M200 =
1.15+0.48−0.34 × 1012M, which is in good agreement with the ear-
lier measurement by Busha et al. [69].
Based on the dark matter only run of the Illustris simula-
tion, Patel et al. in 2017 [291] have selected satellite galaxies
in host halos with different virial masses, using the observed
Galactocentric distance, total velocity, circular velocity and
the specific angular momentum of the LMC (SMC was not
used in their analysis), and have employed a similar Bayesian
analysis as Busha et al. [69]. Patel et al. have found that the
specific angular momentum of satellites is well conserved,
and the virial mass of our MW is M200 = 0.83+0.77−0.55 × 1012M.
In a later study, Patel et al. in 2018 [292] extended the method
to all MW satellites with available proper motions. They
found that the scatter among mass estimates based on indi-
vidual satellite can be reduced by using the specific angu-
lar momentums instead of a satellite’s velocity. Joint con-
straints based on all classical satellites suggested a virial mass
of 0.68+0.23−0.26 × 1012M. If one were to exclude the Sagit-
tarius dwarf satellite, the measured virial mass would be
0.78+0.29−0.28 × 1012M.
8.2 Vmax distributions, orbital ellipticities and velocity
dispersions of classical satellite galaxies
In addition to MCs, there are about 10 classical dwarf
spheroidal satellites in our MW. Early attempts of using these
classical satellites to constrain the MW virial mass involved
using the velocity dispersion of the population. Sales et al. in
2007 [325] analyzed subhalos and satellite galaxies in a suite
of N-body and hydrodynamical simulations. They found that
the spatial and kinematic distributions of satellites trace well
that of dark matter, and that the velocity dispersion of the
satellites is closely related to the virial velocity of the host
halo, σsat/Vvir ∼ 0.9±0.2. Applying the relation to the veloc-
ity dispersion of MW classical satellites, the virial velocity
of the MW was constrained to be 109 ± 22 km/s. This corre-
sponds to a very low MW virial mass of M200 = 0.58+0.24−0.20M.
As mentioned above, MCs are massive, whose maximum
circular velocities, Vmax, are greater than 60 km/s. On the
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other hand, most classical satellites in our MW have Vmax
smaller than 30 km/s, except for the Sagittarius dwarf. So ba-
sically, at most three satellite galaxies of our MW (the LMC,
SMC and potentially the Sagittarius dwarf) have Vmax >
30 km/s, whereas all the other satellites have Vmax < 30 km/s.
There is an apparent lack of objects with Vmax between 30
and 60 km/s, which leads to the so-called “too big to fail”
problem that our MW does not have enough massive satellite
galaxies (only three) to match the number of massive subha-
los in numerical simulations. The problem can be resolved if
the virial mass of our MW becomes smaller than 1×1012M
[80, 388], but as have been introduced in the previous section,
the existence of LMC and SMC in ∼ 1012M halos is rare.
Using the cosmological MillenniumII simulation, Cautun
et al. in 2014 [79] found that the virial mass of our MW
should satisfy M200 6 1.4 × 1012M to meet the condi-
tion of only three satellites with Vmax > 30 km/s, whereas
the condition of hosting LMC and SMC-like subhalos re-
quires M200 > 1 × 1012M. Combining the two require-
ments, the most plausible virial mass for a halo to host a
MW-like population of subhalos was estimated to be M200 =
0.78+0.57−0.33 × 1012M. The confidence region is given by the
fraction of halos in the simulation which have at most three
subhalos with Vmax > 30 km/s, and at least two subhalos with
Vmax > 60 km/s.
Based on MW-like halos in the Aquarius simulation [365],
Barber et al. in 2014 [9] investigated the orbital elliptic-
ity distribution of subhalos. They have found that the or-
bital ellipticity distribution of subhalos which can plausi-
bly host luminous satellites show little halo-to-halo varia-
tions in cosmological simulations. Given a set of fiducial
MW virial masses, Barber et al. [9] inferred the orbit el-
lipticity of nine galactic classical satellites, which were then
compared with the simulation-based orbital ellipticity distri-
bution. The virial mass of our MW was constrained to be
M200 = 1.10+0.45−0.29 × 1012M, in order to bring consistency
between observed and simulation based orbit ellipticity dis-
tributions.
9 Other methods
9.1 Total mass estimated from baryonic mass fraction
A dynamics-free lower mass limit has been estimated for our
MW by Zaritsky and Courtois in 2017 [421], based on the
total baryonic matter and the cosmological baryon fraction.
To estimate the total baryonic matter, Zaritsky and Courtois
[421] used a sample of MW-like disk galaxies which have
measured stellar mass and cold disk gas mass, while the mass
confined in hot and cold halo gas was taken from other studies
[170, 264, 283, 397]. The total baryonic mass was converted
to the projected total mass assuming the baryon fraction in
MW-like galaxies is the same as inferred by the cosmologi-
cal baryon fraction. Based on the mass distribution of their
151 MW-like galaxies and the measurement uncertainties of
cold and hot gas mass, they estimated a 10% lower percentile
of 7.7 × 1011M and a median of 1.2 × 1012M.
10 Summary and discussion
The last two decades have seen a multitude of determinations
of the virial mass of our Galaxy using a diversity of methods
and tracer populations. This review is an attempt to sum-
marize and classify the various approaches used in literature,
and to highlight potential ways in which future progress can
be made. The numerous studies and methods used are best
outlined by Fig. 1, which encapsulates the previous determi-
nations of the MW virial mass. It shows that there are no
less than 47 individual MW mass measurements using seven
broad classes of methods (see Table 1 for a short summary of
these classes).
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Figure 5 Similar to Fig. 1, but it shows only recent MW mass measure-
ments that made use of the Gaia DR2 data. Such measurements typically
use a large number of tracers with full 6D phase-space data and are less af-
fected by systematic uncertainties (see main text). For reference, the vertical
dashed line marks the median value among all 11 measurements. Note that
this plot shows a narrower M200 range than Fig. 1 (it roughly corresponds
to the range between the two vertical dotted lines in Fig. 1). The errorbars
correspond to 68% confidence intervals.
Our compilation of total mass measurements highlights
that the virial mass of our Galaxy is still uncertain to within
at least a factor of two, and that probably its value lies in the
interval [0.5, 2.0] × 1012 M. The large uncertainty interval
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is a byproduct of two effects. Firstly, some of the first studies
in the subject had access to a limited and potentially biased
number of observations, typically with large measurement er-
rors, and thus those results have large uncertainties associated
to them. Secondly and more worryingly, some measurements
have potentially systematic biases that are not taken into ac-
count in the quoted error bars. This explains why at least a
couple of results (e.g. see some of the distribution function
results in Fig. 1) have very small error bars, however those
measurements do not overlap within reasonable confidence
limits.
We also find systematic differences in the inferred MW
virial mass between classes of methods. For example, the
determinations based on high velocity stars and also on the
assumption that the MW satellites are bound (Sec. 2) typi-
cally argue for a heavy MW, with a virial mass higher than
1.25 × 1012 M. Similarly, the timing argument (Sec. 7),
which provides a lower limit to the virial mass of our MW, of-
ten prefers a heavy MW as well. A massive MW is also help-
ful to explain how come our Galaxy simultaneously hosts two
very bright satellite galaxies, the LMC and the SMC. In con-
trast, other classes of methods, such as the dynamics of MW
satellites and those of the LG typically suggest MW virial
masses below 1 × 1012 M, which, for example, are needed
to alleviate the too big to fail problem. The other methods,
such as the those based on the spherical Jeans equation or
on modeling the distribution function, prefer a mass of about
∼1.0 × 1012 M, with a roughly equal number of measure-
ments above and below this value.
As we just discussed, many mass measurements, espe-
cially early ones, are affected by either small sample size or
incomplete phase-space data (e.g. proper motions) that can
lead to large statistical and, more importantly, systematic un-
certainties. The recent Gaia DR2 data, combined with other
complementary observations, offer an exquisite data set with
millions of stars and tens of satellite galaxies and globular
clusters with full position and velocity information. In Fig. 5,
we present the subset of MW total mass measurements that
use the Gaia DR2 data. Interestingly, these recent measure-
ments show good agreement with each other and even be-
tween different classes of methods, with most results overlap-
ping within their 1-σ uncertainties. The good agreement be-
tween methods and the small uncertainties are at least partly
due to the availability of Gaia DR2 proper motions. This
means that there is no need to make many of the assumptions
employed by earlier studies, which had to cope with incom-
plete data, and thus these recent estimates are not affected
by the systematics arising from these assumptions. Further-
more, many of the methods shown in Fig. 5 have been val-
idated and calibrated against numerical simulations (for de-
tails see Section 10.2) and thus have more realistic and better
understood uncertainties. We note that many of the studies
shown in the figure used overlapping data sets. For exam-
ple, i) the Deason et al. and Grand et al. studies are based
on the same stellar halo high velocity data, while the latter
used an improved method calibrated with numerical simula-
tions; ii) the Watkins et al., Posti & Helmi, Vasiliev, and Eadie
& Juric´ studies are based on the dynamics of halo globular
clusters; and iii) the Callingham et al. and Li et al. studies
used respectively the classical and all Galactic satellites and
both methods are based on empirical phase-space distribution
functions determined from the same hydrodynamical simula-
tion. Nonetheless, the good agreement between the various
estimates shown in Fig. 5 is indicating that we are converg-
ing towards a higher precision determination of the MW total
mass.
10.1 A summary of different methods
We provide a summary of the various classes of methods in
Table 1, including the tracers they have used and their mod-
eling uncertainties.
Beyond the limitations listed in the table, all methods can
be potentially affected by sample selection effects and hid-
den observational systematics. For example, both Vasiliev
[383] and Posti et al. [316] in 2019 have assumed their sam-
ple of globular clusters to be complete, which might not be
exactly true. In addition, since many of the previous mea-
surements rely critically on the radial velocity of tracer ob-
jects from one or multiple spectroscopic surveys, systematic
differences among different surveys may cause discrepancies
between studies using different data or result in systematic bi-
ases in the same study combining different data. For example,
comparisons of the radial velocities measured from LAM-
OST, RAVE, SEGUE and APOGEE have revealed a system-
atic offset of ∼5 km/s between LAMOST and the other three
surveys [e.g. 245, 340, 409]. The cause for the offset is still
unknown, but it is shown to be independent of stellar proper-
ties and signal-to-noise ratios, and have been corrected for in
the LAMOST data.
Besides, all methods can potentially suffer from uncertain-
ties arising from a sparse number of tracers at large distances,
and hence the measured total or virial mass of the MW largely
relies on model extrapolations to large Galactocentric dis-
tances where there are not enough tracers to provide tight
constraints. Furthermore, regardless of the method itself and
the type of tracers used, parametrized potential models for
both baryonic and dark matter have to be adopted for most of
the measurements. Improper potential models can lead to ill-
constrained mass, especially for the extrapolated virial mass,
which is largely model dependent. For studies trying to fit
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multiple components (disc, bulge and halo components for
example), degeneracies exist among these different compo-
nents. The readers can find such examples in Fig. 6 of Kafle et
al. in 2014 [198]. A slightly overestimated stellar disk com-
ponent brings a slightly underestimated enclosed dark matter
mass, but a much more underestimated total mass, especially
when no tracer objects in the outer halo are available.
In the next subsection, we summarize the role of modern
numerical simulations. Since the mass distribution is known
in simulations, testing the methods using cosmological sim-
ulations provides the most straight-forward way to validate
model assumptions and to characterize systematic uncertain-
ties. In addition, mock observations constructed from sim-
ulation data are also helpful for assessing sample selection
effects.
10.2 The role of numerical simulations
Various methods rely on numerical simulations to infer the
mass of our MW. Part of the studies used simulations to ei-
ther directly infer plausible ranges for nuisance parameters or
indirectly circumvent unconstrained parameters in their mod-
eling. For example, as have been mentioned in Sec. 2, Smith
et al. in 2007 [357], Piffl et al. in 2014 [312] and Deason et
al. in 2019 [96] used cosmological simulations to infer the
range of the power-law index in their high velocity tail dis-
tribution of halo stars. In addition, Xue et al. in 2008 [411]
adopted the distributions of radial versus circular velocities
of star particles in two simulated halos from hydrodynamical
simulations. The Galactic circular velocities were determined
by matching the observed distributions of radial versus circu-
lar velocities to those in simulations. Their approach helped
to circumvent the problem of unknown proper motions or ve-
locity anisotropies of tracers.
Some studies entirely depended on empirical relations
[325] and probability distributions [9, 69, 72, 79, 156, 291]
drawn from MW-like systems in simulations, which were
then used to infer the virial mass of our MW. These efforts
have been introduced in detail in Sec. 5.3 and Sec. 8.
Other studies have relied on numerical simulations to val-
idate their dynamical modeling, and some have calibrated
their inferred mass by comparing between recovered and true
masses in simulations. In the following, we summarize some
of these attempts.
The early attempt of validating and calibrating the re-
covered MW mass through cosmological simulations can be
traced back to the study of Li and White in 2008 [233], who
have applied the timing argument approach (see details in
Sec. 7) to halo pairs from the cosmological Millennium sim-
ulation. They calibrated the difference between MW timing
mass and the true virial mass, using halo pairs similar to MW
and Leo I. The usage of MW and Leo I pair requires the
boundedness of Leo I to our MW, which was validated by
Boylan-Kolchin et al. in 2013 [55] based on subhalos in cos-
mological simulations.
Pen˜arrubia et a. in 2016 [298] constrained the virial mass
of our MW through the dynamics of local Hubble flow un-
der the framework of the timing argument (see details in
Sec. 7.2). Their measurement in 2016 has considered the ef-
fect of the LMC, and was calibrated by Pen˜arrubia and Fat-
tahi in 2017 [297], by estimating the mass outside the virial
radius of MW-like host halos using cosmological hydrody-
namical simulations [298].
In terms of the distribution function method (see Sec. 5).
Wang et al. in 2015 [392] have extended the approach to the
NFW potentials, and have applied it to five MW-like galaxies
from the Aquarius simulation, with stars generated from the
particle tagging technique of [82]. The best-fit virial masses
were biased from their true values to varying levels, and it
was concluded that the cause for the bias varied from halo to
halo. Besides, although it seems reasonable to assume that
the binding energy and angular momentum terms can be de-
coupled from each other, the β parameter in Eqn. 15 only
stands for the true averaged velocity anisotropies for dark
matter particles. For stars, their true velocity anisotropies
are in fact larger than half of the best-fit power-law index
in Eqn. 15. This reflects the inability of the adopted form of
the distribution function to correctly match the actual distri-
bution of stars. In fact, by applying the oPDF method (see
Sec. 5.4 for details), which is a free-form distribution func-
tion method, to the Aquarius halos, it was shown that the ma-
jor systematic biases found in [392] can be removed for all
the halos. This demonstrates the biases found in [392] can
be mostly attributed to the failure of the assumed function
form in matching the actual distribution. Thus it is critical to
avoid introducing incorrect or strong model assumptions in
the construction of a distribution function.
Wang et al. in 2017 [390] have further applied the oPDF
method to ∼ 1000 MW sized dark matter halos from the cos-
mological Millennium II simulation and 24 MW/M31-like
galaxies from the APOSTLE hydrodynamical simulations.
On average, the best-fit halo properties were unbiased, while
significant individual biases exist for most halos (see e.g.,
Fig. 6). Such individual biases can be as large as a factor
of 2 to 3 when star particles were used as dynamical trac-
ers. They found that these biases can be mostly attributed to
correlated phase-space structures that violate the steady-state
assumption. In the presence of phase correlations, the num-
ber of independent tracer particles is smaller than the actual
number of tracers. This leads to stochastic biases in the pa-
rameter estimates, the distribution of which are determined
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Table 1 A summary of the classes of mass determination methods discussed in this review.
Method Tracer Population Uncertainties and Difficulties
Escape velocity high velocity halo stars, Prior for the power law index, k, of the high velocity tail distribution.
(Sec. 2) Interlopers such as disk stars and substructures.
exotic hypervelocity stars, Uncertain mechanisms of formation for hypervelocity stars.
high velocity satellites Whether satellites are bound or not.
Rotation velocity terminal velocities of ISM within R0, Modeling the deviation from axis-symmetric assumption.
of the inner MW circular velocities of masers/disk stars, Need to combine with other methods and more distant tracers to
(Sec. 3) solar neighborhood stars infer the mass out to large Galactocentric distances.
Spherical Jeans Equation halo stars, satellites, globular clusters Violation of the steady state and spherical assumptions.
(Sec. 4) Unknown velocity anisotropy due to unavailable proper motions.
Different tracer populations may have different velocity anisotropies.
Distribution function halo stars, satellites, globular clusters Violation of the steady state assumption due to phase correlations.
(Sec. 5) Violation of the spherical symmetry if spherical assumption is made.
Validity of the functional form.
modeling tidal debries stellar streams, survived progenitors Streams do not follow exactly the orbits of progenitors.
(Sec. 6) Contamination by stars not belonging to the stream.
Stripped stars might be re-accreted by the progenitor.
Single orbit fitting can introduce significant biases.
Tidal stripping and dynamical friction of the progenitor
is challenging to directly integrate backwards in time.
N-body simulations are expensive to explore the parameter space.
Timing argument MW versus M31, Non-zero tangential motions.
and LG dynamics distant satellites of LG Mass contributed by massive satellites such as MCs.
(Sec. 7) Mass outside the virial radius contributing to the local reversal
of cosmic expansion.
Empirical distributions and luminous satellite galaxies Simulation-based empirical relations and calibrations are largely
relations based on model dependent.
simulated subhalos Simulated halos and subhalos do no fairly represent the properties
(Sec. 8) and merger histories of host and subhalos of our MW.
by the effective number of phase independent particles. As
the oPDF method only makes use of the steady-state prop-
erty (Equation (29)) in modeling the dynamics, these results
suggest that there is only limited information that can be ex-
tracted from the data under a steady-state assumption. Such a
limiting precision of steady-state modeling was further con-
firmed by Wang et al. (2018) [391], who found very similar
amount of stochastic biases using the spherical Jeans equa-
tion (SJE, see section 4). Even though the methodologies of
the oPDF and the Jeans equation are very different, they can
be both derived from the collisionless Boltzmann equation
under the steady-state assumption.
This steady-state information limit, though affecting all
steady-state methods, is still different for different tracers. As
found by Han et al. 2019 [173], the dynamical state of satel-
lite galaxies is found to be close to that of dark matter parti-
cles. As a result, satellite galaxies exhibit a smaller stochastic
bias compared to halo stars, as shown in Fig. 6.
In addition to picking a better steady-state tracer, another
way of getting over the steady-state information limit is to
use additional information beyond the steady-state assump-
tion. Such information can be provided, for example, by the
halo-dependent distribution of orbits that can be extracted
semi-empirically from simulations. This is exactly what is
done in the template-based distribution function method such
as [236], [235] and [72]. As tested in [236] using simulated
halos, their method is able to achieve a smaller systematic un-
certainty than the oPDF method if a correct template is used.
Besides the dynamical state of the tracers, Wang et al.
[390] have tested the validity of modeling the underlying po-
tential as an NFW profile, and have found that biases arise
when using tracers within 20 kpc from the galaxy center, be-
cause the inner profiles deviate from the NFW model due to
baryonic physics and the existence of galaxy disks. After ex-
cluding these innermost tracers, the NFW model returns on
average unbiased mass estimates, and the scatter is very simi-
lar to that based on true potential templates directly extracted
from the simulations. Deviations from spherical symmetry
and the existence of a companion halo are also found to con-
tribute to their systematic biases [390, 391]. For typical ap-
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plications of the SJE and derived mass estimators, additional
systematic biases arise when β is treated as a free but constant
parameter [199, 391] and when the radial density profile of
tracer objects is not properly measured or modeled [138].
In two very recent papers [121, 138], the Watkins et al.
[393] mass estimator was validated and calibrated against
simulations. Fritz et al. in 2020 [138] used dark matter only
simulations to test and calibrate their measurements based
on 45 satellite galaxies. After applying the mass estimator
to simulations, significant biases were reported, which were
mainly due to the deviation of satellite density profiles from
a single power law. [138] also discussed systematic uncer-
tainties arising from the LMC and LMC satellites. In another
study, Erkal et al. in 2020 [121] pointed out that since the
infall of the massive LMC can induce a substantial reflex mo-
tion in the MW [e.g. 120, 155, 302], this can make our MW,
in particular the outer stellar halo, be out of equilibrium. Un-
der this picture, [121] investigated how the non-equilibrium
affects the performance of the Watkins et al. mass estimator
and how this reflex motion affects the mass estimated by us-
ing Leo I [55]. They found if the mean reflex motion is not
accounted for, the mass estimator can have systematic biases
which are always positive and can be as large as 50%. In ad-
dition, the LMC can significantly increase the speed of Leo I
and cause overestimation of the MW mass.
A series of studies by Eadie et al. [111, 113, 114, 115] be-
tween 2015 and 2019 constrained the mass of our MW by
modeling the phase-space distribution of globular clusters.
In their paper published in 2018 [112], old and metal poor
star particles in hydrodynamical simulations were used as
globular cluster analogs to test and validate their hierarchical
Bayesian-based dynamical method. Eadie et al. have found
that the virial mass of the host halo in the simulations can
sometimes be well recovered, but sometimes not. The main
cause behind the incorrect estimates is due to the model it-
self: it has difficulties to simultaneously predict the inner and
outer regions of the true mass profile. This limitation is prob-
ably due to the single power-law potential model [93]. Using
only the outer-most tracers, where the underlying potential
can be better approximated as a single power law, results can
be improved to provide more accurate mass determinations.
Compared with satellite galaxies, halo stars and globular
clusters, the modeling of spatially extended tidal streams is
more complicated. A single orbit fitting can introduce signif-
icant biases, and integrations done backward in time makes
it hard to directly incorporate tidal stripping and dynami-
cal friction for the progenitor. Moreover, the tidal stream
does not strictly follow the orbit of the progenitor. As we
have mentioned in Sec. 6, N-body simulations are pow-
erful approaches of modeling tidal streams and the rem-
nant of their progenitors than single orbit fitting, but N-
body simulations are very expensive to explore the param-
eter space [105, 226, 227]. Other alternative and less expen-
sive approaches such as particle releasing/spraying methods
[34, 148, 222, 223] and semi-analytic approaches [104, 105]
have been invoked as well.
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Figure 6 Biases of steady-state modeling using different tracers. A
sample of MW-sized halos are selected from the Millennium-II simulation,
with satellite galaxies extracted from the semi-analytic galaxy formation
model [169]. The grey points show the fits to individual halos using satel-
lites as tracers. The best-fit parameters are normalized by the true parameter
values. The thick grey ellipse (σsat) shows the total 1 − σ scatter of the data
points. The red (σstar) and blue (σDM) solid ellipses show the total scatters in
the fits using stars and dark matter particles as tracers respectively [390]. For
stars and dark matter particles, the number of tracers is ∼ 105 for each halo,
so that the total scatters are dominated by systematic biases. For satellites,
the number of tracers is ∼ 100. For a fair comparison between satellites and
dark matter, the blue dashed ellipse (σDMsat) shows the total scatter associ-
ated with dark matter particles down-sampled to the have the same number
as that of satellites. Figure reproduced from [173].
Most of the earlier attempts of fitting the high velocity tail
distribution of halo stars relied on numerical simulations to
infer the plausible range of the nuisance parameter, and only
until very recently, Grand et al. in 2019 [157] applied the
method to simulated star particles in the suite of auriga sim-
ulations. They reported that substructures can affect the mod-
eling of high velocity tail distributions. The median of recov-
ered halo virial masses fell below the true values by ∼20%,
and the scatter can be as large as a factor of 2.
The several examples just discussed highlight the essen-
tial role played by numerical simulations for validating and
calibrating many mass estimation methods. However, these
simulation-based validations and calibrations are not free of
uncertainties. It is probably straight-forward and more robust
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to link satellite galaxies to simulated subhalos, which is less
dependent of the baryonic physics adopted in the modeling.
Dark matter particles are less dependent of baryonic physics
as well, except for the very inner regions of dark matter ha-
los, but it is not safe to directly extend validations based on
dark matter particles to halo stars, as they have very differ-
ent spatial and velocity distributions. Nowadays, star parti-
cles can be either directly simulated in hydrodynamical sim-
ulations or painted through semi-analytic approaches based
on dark matter only simulations. Nonetheless, these simula-
tions might still have limitations due to how the underlying
baryonic physics is simulated or modeled, as our current un-
derstanding towards galaxy formation and evolution is still
uncertain. Fortunately, our understanding of the infall and
stripping of star particles under gravitational forces is more
robust, and largely insensitive to baryonic physics. Compared
with stars, there could be even more uncertainties behind
the modeling of globular clusters, because the current under-
standing of the formation and evolution of globular clusters
and their connections to dwarf galaxies is still uncertain [e.g.
425, 426]. Also, very importantly, as has been pointed out
by [72] and [96], to test or design methods that take into ac-
count the specifics of the MW system, we would need a large
sample of simulated systems whose mass growth is as close
as possible to that of our own Galaxy. Despite these uncer-
tain aspects, numerical simulations have been very helpful in
aiding the dynamical modeling of various tracers and hence
they are powerful tools for constraining the mass of our MW.
10.3 Future prospects
The near future is expected to bring a wealth of new observa-
tional data that will allow for a much more precise and hope-
fully accurate MW total mass determination. The abundance
of new data will lead to new measurements of the MW mass
distribution, such as the radial mass profile as well as the
shape and orientation of the dark matter halo. To fully exploit
the upcoming data, it is also necessary to improve the theo-
retical modeling of the MW system, such as going beyond
spherical or axis-symmetric approximations, and accounting
for non-equilibrium effects in the tracer distribution. In the
following, we will discuss some of the upcoming Galactic
observational campaigns as well as theoretical improvements
that will be essential to correctly interpret and model the data.
The first and second data releases of the Gaia mission
[140, 141, 301] have already revolutionized our understand-
ing of the dynamics of the bulge, disk and halo stars, of the
growth and chemical evolution, and of the orbits of stellar
streams, globular clusters and satellite galaxies in our MW.
And as we have demonstrated in Fig. 5, measurements of the
MW total mass using Gaia DR2 data are converging towards
a higher precision. This has been possible due to the precise
Gaia measurements of proper motions for billions of stars.
Future Gaia data releases11) will improve further the data
quality and the number of measured stars, which are essen-
tial for accurate modeling of the MW gravitational potential.
However, the exquisite observational data set provided by the
Gaia mission will mostly consist of nearby stars (e.g. most
of the Gaia DR2 stars with useful proper motion and paral-
lax measurements are found within ∼3 kpc from the Sun). To
accurately determine the MW mass, we need measurements
at large Galactocentric radii, but at such large radii Gaia will
only provide proper motion data for a small subset of intrin-
sically bright stars. This will be complemented by the deep
and multi-epoch LSST imaging survey [192] that will pro-
vide proper motion measurements and photometric distances
for individual stars ∼4 magnitudes deeper than Gaia. This
can potentially enable 6D phases space measurements for in-
dividual stars out to several tenths to hundreds of kpc and
will be essential for determining the dynamics of the outer
MW halo.
Among the billions of stars released by Gaia so far, only
∼7.2 million stars have available radial velocities (these are
mostly stars brighter than G = 13). Encouragingly, many
ground based follow-up spectroscopic surveys have been pro-
posed to provide additional radial velocity measurements of
faint stars, and especially of stars at large Galactocentric dis-
tances. To mention a few examples, these future surveys
include the 4-metre Multi-Object Spectroscopic Telescope
[4MOST; 89] in the south, the Subaru Prime Focus Spec-
troscopy [PFS; 370], LAMOST-2, The Milky Way Mapper
(MWM) program of SDSS-V [214], the Dark Energy Spec-
troscopic Instrument [DESI; 102], the WEAVE survey [8],
the MaunaKea Spectroscopic Explorer (MSE) in the north
and the K2 RR Lyrae Survey along the Ecliptic [369].
Future surveys, such as LSST, are predicted to increase the
number of satellite galaxies by a factor of two to ten, depend-
ing on model assumptions [282, 353]. Most such objects are
predicted to be found at large distances and thus represent a
potentially powerful window into the dynamics of the outer
halo. Gravitationally bound objects, such as dwarf galaxies
and globular clusters, are especially useful since one can av-
erage over the individual measurements of their member stars
to obtain much more precise positions and velocities than
possible for single stars. LSST will also help to identify more
low-surface-brightness objects and stellar streams, which are
largely missed by current photometric surveys.
The topic of this review, the total mass of the MW, is the
first step in characterizing the mass distribution surrounding
11) For the most up-to-date schedule see https://www.cosmos.esa.int/web/gaia/release .
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our Galaxy. Future data sets will allow us to characterize the
MW halo in much more details, such as in more precisely
determining the concentration, shape and orientation of the
dark matter halo. These aspects are also important for having
an accurate determination of the MW total mass since, as the
statistical uncertainties decrease, the errors will be dominated
by systematic effects. For example, not accounting for the
non-spherical shape of the dark matter halo can lead to biases
in the inferred halo mass [e.g. 391]. Future models will also
have to take into account that the shape and orientation of the
halo changes with radius. In particular, previous works have
argued that the outer MW halo is misaligned with the MW
disk [227], which, given stability considerations, implies that
the Galactic dark matter halo has a dramatic change in orien-
tation from being aligned with the disk at distances .20 kpc
to being perpendicular to the stellar disk at large distances
[349, 384].
The MW halo beyond several tens of kpc is likely to be out
of equilibrium since the typical timescale at those distances is
∼1 Gyr and longer. Furthermore, recent observational mea-
surements as well as theoretical considerations suggest that
the MW’s brightest satellite, the LMC, is rather massive,
having had a total mass at infall of about ∼2.5 × 1011 M
[78, 120, 122, 137, 298, 348]. This corresponds to ∼20%
of the total MW mass, and thus the LMC is a major per-
turber of the Galactic potential. Previous studies have already
highlighted the impact of a massive LMC on the orbit of the
Sagittarius, Tucana III and Orphan streams [120, 124, 155],
and have predicted significant LMC-induced disturbances in
the density and velocity distribution of the MW stellar halo
[144]. In particular, Erkal et al. in 2020 [121] pointed out that
if the LMC is ignored, the MW mass can be overestimated by
as much as 50%. In addition, other massive satellite galaxies
can also induce non-equilibrium features in the inner region
of the MW, such as the Sagittarius perturbations of the stel-
lar disk [e.g. 224]. To optimally use the wealth of upcom-
ing observational data, future models will need to account
for departures from equilibrium, which could be done by a
combination of modeling individual perturbers, such as the
LMC and Sagittarius dwarfs, and by statistically accounting
for smaller non-equilibrium structures, such as diffuse stellar
streams and shells, whose causes are harder to pinpoint.
New developments will also be required in terms of cos-
mological simulations that better describe the MW. The cur-
rent state-of-the-art simulations of MW-mass systems [e.g.
158, 337], while very useful, are rather limited since there
are few (several tens) such systems, their resolution is insuffi-
cient to optimally compare with observations [e.g. 159], and
the simulated systems do not necessarily reproduce the MW
formation history. To better understand our Galaxy, future
simulations should, beside having more realistic galaxy for-
mation physics and higher resolution, be selected to repro-
duce key aspects in the evolution of the MW, such as a Gaia-
Enceladus-Sausage [14, 179] type of merger at high redshift
followed by a long period of uneventful satellite galaxy ac-
cretions.
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Table A1 MW mass measurements
Method Reference M200[1012M]
M(< rtracer [kpc])[1011M]
or vcirc(rtracer [kpc])[km/s]
or vesc(rtracer [kpc])[km/s]
Escape Vel of HVS
1) Smith 07 1.42+0.49−0.36 vesc(R0) = 544
+64
−46
1) Piffl 14 1.60+0.29−0.25 vesc(R0) = 533
+54
−41
Williams 17
vesc(R0) = 521+46−30
vesc(50) = 379+34−28
M(50) = 2.98+0.69−0.52
Monari 18 1.28+0.68−0.50 vesc(R0) = 580 ± 63
Deason 19 1.00+0.31−0.24 vesc(R0) = 528
+24
−25
Grand 19 1.29+0.37−0.47
Leo I Boylan-Kolchin 13 1.34+0.41−0.31
LocalObs rot V
Dehnen & Binney 98 M(100) ∼ 3.41 − 6.95
Klypin 02 ∼ 0.86
McMillan 11 1.26 ± 0.24 vcirc(R0) = 239 ± 5
2) Nesti & Saucci 13 BUR 1.11+1.45−0.55
M(50) = 4.5+3.2−1.8
M(100) = 6.7+6.1−3.0
Nesti & Saucci 13 NFW 1.53+2.10−0.70
M(50) = 4.8+1.8−1.4
M(100) = 8.1+5.5−2.9
Irrgang 13 model II
M(50) = 4.6 ± 0.3
M(100) = 7.9+0.6−0.8
M(200) = 12.+1.−2.
Irrgang 13 model III
M(50) = 8.1+1.3−1.5
M(100) = 16.7 ± 4.6
M(200) = 30.+12.−11.
Bovy 15 ∼0.7
Bajkova & Bobylev 16 M(200) = 7.5 ± 1.9
McMillan 17 1.3±0.3 vcirc(R0) = 232.8 ± 3.0
Cautun 19 1.12+0.20−0.22
Karukes 19 0.89+0.10−0.08
SJE
Battaglia 05 0.7+1.2−0.2 M(120) = 5.4
+2.0
−1.4
Xue 08 0.84+0.3−0.2 M(60) = 4.0 ± 0.7
3) Gnedin 10 1.3±0.3 M(80) = 6.9+3.0−1.2
4) Watkins 10 1.17±0.3
M(100) = 6.9 ± 1.9
M(200) = 10.0 ± 2.3
M(300) = 14.1 ± 3.1
Kafle 12 0.77+0.40−0.30 M(25) ∼ 2.1
Deason 12 M(150) ∼ 5 − 10
5) Kafle 14 0.71+0.31−0.16
Bhattacharjee 14 M(200) > 6.8 ± 4.1
Huang 16 0.85+0.07−0.08 vcirc(98.97) = 147.72 ± 23.55
Ablimit & Zhao 17
M(50) = 3.75 ± 1.33
vcirc(50) = 180.00 ± 31.92
Zhai 18 1.11+0.24−0.20
Sohn 18 1.71+0.97−0.79 M(39.5) = 6.1
+1.8
−1.2
Watkins 19 1.29+0.75−0.44
M(21.1) = 2.1+0.4−0.3
M(39.5) = 4.2+0.7−0.6
Fritz 20 1.31+0.45−0.40
M(64) = 5.8+1.5−1.4
M(273) = 14.3+3.5−3.2
1) The error of the escape velocity is 90% confidence region.
2) The original 2-σ errors are shrinked by 10%.
3) The virial radius was adopted to be 300 kpc.
4) The virial radius was adopted to be 300 kpc.
If considering systematic uncertainties due to velocity anisotropy, β, the error becomes M200 = 1.17+1.30−0.20M.
5) Velocity dispersion measured on K giants out to 160 kpc.
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Method Reference M200[1012M]
M(< rtracer kpc)[1011M]
or vcirc(rtracer [kpc])[km/s]
DF
6) Kochanek 96 w Leo I M(50) = 5.1+1.3−1.1
6) Kochanek 96 no Leo I M(50) = 3.9+1.6−0.7
7) Wilkinson & Evans 99 1.9+3.6−1.7 M(50) = 5.4
+0.2
−3.6
7) Sakamoto 03 w Leo I 2.5+0.5−1.0 M(50) = 5.5
+0.0
−0.2
Sakamoto 03 no Leo I 1.8+0.4−0.7 M(50) = 5.4
+0.1
−0.4
Deason 12b 0.94+0.22−0.20 M(50) = 4.2 ± 0.4
8) Eadie 15 1.55+0.18−0.13 M(260) = 13.7
+1.4
−1.0
8) Eadie 15 no Pal 3 1.36+0.15−0.10
Williams & Evans 15 M(50) ∼ 4.5
8) Eadie 16 0.68+0.07−0.08 M(125) = 5.22
+0.41
−0.43
8) Eadie 16 no <10 kpc GC 0.90+0.18−0.33
8) Eadie 17 0.86+0.23−0.19 M(125) = 6.3 ± 1.1
Posti 19 1.11 ± 0.30 M(20, total) = 1.91
+0.17
−0.15
M(20,DM) = 1.37+0.12−0.11
8) Eadie & Juric´ 19 0.77+0.25−0.16
M(25) = 2.6+1.0−0.6
M(50) = 3.7+1.4−0.8
M(100) = 5.3+2.1−1.2
9) Vasiliev 19 1.0+1.5−0.5
M(50) = 5.4+1.1−0.8
M(100) = 8.5+3.3−2.0
Callingham 19 1.17+0.21−0.15
Li 19 1.23+0.21−0.18
Li 19 with rotation curve 1.26+0.17−0.15
stream
Lin 95 M(100) ∼ 5.5 ± 1.0
Law 05 M(50) ∼ 3.8 − 5.6
Koposov 10 vcirc(R0) = 221 ± 18
Newberg 10 M(60) ∼ 2.7
10)Gibbons 14 0.56±0.12 M(50) = 2.9 ± 0.5
M(100) = 4.1 ± 0.7
Ku¨pper 15 1.69±0.42 M(19,Galaxy) = 2.14
+0.38
−0.35
vcirc(R0) = 253 ± 16
Malhan & Ibata 19
M(20) = 2.5 ± 0.2
vcirc(R0) = 244 ± 4
Hendel 18 M(60) < 5.6+1.2−1.1
Erkal 19 M(50) = 3.8+0.14−0.11
timing & LG dyn.
Li & White 08 2.43+0.49−0.53
Sohn 13 2.65+1.58−1.36
Diaz 14 0.8 ± 0.5
Pen˜arrubia 14 0.80+0.40−0.30 vcirc(R0) = 245 ± 23
Pen˜arrubia 16 0.87+0.22−0.19
6) Zaritsky 19 0.91 − 2.13
Zhai 20 1.5+1.4−0.7 − 2.5+2.2−1.4
6) 90% confidence region.
7) Error includes systematics.
The virial mass is the flat rotation model parameter.
8) 95% credible regions are quoted for Eadie 15 and 17.
50% credible regions are quoted for Eadie 16 and for the mass enclosed within 25, 50 and 100 kpc by Eadie & Juric´
19.
Error of M200 by Eadie & Juric´ 19 is the 68% credible region reading from their figures.
Eadie 15 estimate is the Hernquist mass.
Eadie 19 estimate has inner cut of 20 kpc.
9) Error of M200 includes uncertainties in the outer slope of the halo density profile.
10) Maximum distance extends to ∼260 kpc for Leo I.
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Method Reference M200[1012M] M(< rtracer kpc)[1011M]
satellite phenomenology
Busha 11 1.0+0.7−0.4
Gonza´lez 13 1.15+0.48−0.34
Patel 17 0.83+0.77−0.55
Sales 07 0.58+0.24−0.20
Barber 14 1.10+0.45−0.29
Cautun 14 0.78+0.57−0.33
Patel 18 0.68+0.23−0.26
Patel 18 no Sagittarius 0.78+0.29−0.28
Dynamics-free Zaritsky & Courtois 17 ∼ 1.2
